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Abstract
Taking good decisions within departments of companies not only depends
of recruiting experienced and qualified people. They need advanced decisionmaking tools to provide them the best information at the right context and time.
But information may be hosted in scattered sources, especially if it comes from the
Internet.
Traditional information search services are based on keywords and
classification mechanisms, but results are reduced basically to word-matching
findings. However, a new generation of search tools with semantic capabilities are
appearing to overcome these limitations. Semantic search offers more effective
results, independently if the sources are organised in advance, and works better
with large volumes of information.
PLINIO is part of new generation of semantic search tools. Initially designed
to intelligent extraction of news from the Internet related to the effects of climate
change, uses advanced technologies such as ontologies, meta-search engines and
intelligent agents, in order to locate, analyse, filter and categorise information.
The aim of this dissertation is to analyse and highlight the value of using
PLINIO in business environments, choosing the field of Information Technologies
as specific business sector for analysis.
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Resumen
Título en español: “Puesta en valor del cuadro de mando de PLINIO para
empresas del sector de las Tecnologías de la Información”.
Tomar buenas decisiones en cada uno de los departamentos de las
empresas no depende únicamente de tener en plantilla al personal más
experimentado y cualificado. Deben contar con herramientas avanzadas de ayuda
a la toma de decisiones que les suministren la mejor información en el contexto y
tiempo adecuados. Pero esa información puede estar alojada en fuentes dispersas,
sobre todo si proviene de Internet.
Los servicios de búsqueda tradicionales se basan en mecanismos de
palabras clave y clasificación de la información, pero los resultados se reducen
básicamente a encontrar palabras coincidentes. Sin embargo, está surgiendo una
nueva generación de herramientas de búsqueda con capacidades semánticas que
sobrepasan estas limitaciones. La búsqueda semántica ofrece resultados más
eficientes, independientemente de si las fuentes se encuentran previamente
organizadas o no, y funcionan mejor con grandes cantidades de información.
PLINIO es parte de esta nueva generación de herramientas de búsqueda
semántica. Diseñada inicialmente para la extracción inteligente de noticias en
Internet relacionadas con los efectos del cambio climático, utiliza tecnologías
avanzadas como ontologías, meta-buscadores y agentes inteligentes para
encontrar, analizar, filtrar y categorizar la información.
El objetivo de este trabajo es analizar y destacar el valor del uso de PLINIO
en entornos empresariales, tomando el campo de las Tecnologías de la
Información como sector específico de negocios para este análisis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is the biggest information source in the World. Since its
beginning, enterprises, organizations and users have published information on the
Net.
In parallel with that, the need of information has been growing too. This is
more critical in business environments, where having most valuable information
at time is essential to be in a privileged position to take advantage of business
opportunities1 and the difference between success and fail.
But in fact, the problem is the “chaos of information” on the Internet. It
does not exist any formal way to append information, generated day by day. Each
publisher has freedom to choose the manner to upload new information data:
blogs, social networks, electronic newspapers and public, institutional or
corporate web pages, etc. The absence of a unified method to add information also
implies the absence of a formal way to recover information.
This is a well known problem for enterprises. Often, they suffer the same
issue when their own information grows and it becomes unmanageable. For this
reason, it takes more relevance for them to classify and obtain most valuable
information over the amount of irrelevant or redundant ones. These methods of
extraction of relevant data have been a big success on the field of Information
Technologies, reporting billionaire profits to enterprises that applied that kind of
techniques to their business intelligence and creating many others specialised in
data mining services.
Added value of concise, exact and updated information is out of any
discussion. Having most valuable information means to have a privileged position
over competitors and, for many enterprises, their concept of business are not
possible without it.
When a person or enterprise is the holder of information it is possible to
apply, with more or less effort, the appropriate data mining processes to generate

1

http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/1870939/0/datos-abiertos/valor/gobierno-abierto
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this value. But problems appear when information is out of their control, when it
comes from external sources such as the Internet.

1.1.

A brief overview of evolution of information on the Internet
The Internet evolution, and the World Wide Web as most noticeable service,

is associated to its information content and, more relevant, the manner to manage
and organise this information or, in other words, how information is
interconnected. Even more, many publishers talk about “generations” on this
evolution [3].

Figure 1-1: Evolution of the Web2
These generations have meant a significant change about how can we
access to information and how valuable are results of our searches. Therefore, in
early stages of the Internet when information was stored on BBS and FTP servers,
it was almost impossible to recover information unless you know where exactly is
it placed.

2

Source: http://www.carldavidweb.com/semantic-seo-the-guide-for-small-businesses-and-entrepreneurs/
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Time later, HTTP Protocol put the seed of “The Web” as we already know
today. Finally, many publishers had the necessary tools like HTML to upload
information and share easily to community. In consequence, the first Web search
engines appeared on scene too (AltaVista, Lycos, Yahoo, etc.). Those search engines
ran with algorithms based on keyword analysis and classification and even
creating directory portals. It allowed to users to find desired content navigating by
directory indexes or using keywords and logical rules to make queries. Those
algorithms had not got any kind of analysis about the semantic content of indexed
web pages and users had to try different keyword combinations or directories
until they could obtain satisfactory results.
At present, everyone publishes information on the Internet. But now, as
never before, information is interconnected.

Boom of social networks

phenomenon implies not only the creation of information, but also sharing it with
“groups of interest”. These groups of users share, again, information and, finally, it
spreads along community. Now, users receive information of their interest when
they join to one or more of these communities, and they filter and spread
information as part of them.
In that scenery, the classic Web search by keywords is too poor and out of
date. It is necessary a new generation of web searchers that “understand”
semantics of information to offer users most accurate information to their
interests.
That new generation of Web search engines uses “intelligent agents” to
explore information and extract not keywords, but semantic value of contents.
Now, users can ask to those searchers using concepts (even in natural language)
that the Web search engine will understand with their semantic meaning. Their
search results provide users relevant information by meaning, even without any
word matching with the concepts used on the query, because they match by
semantic value.

20
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PLINIO
The aim of PLINIO 3 is to solve the problem of recovering relevant

information and incoming news on the Internet about global climate change from
many sources (newspapers, non-governmental associations, etc.). This scattered
information cannot be exploited properly because of sources dispersion, languages
and format heterogeneity.
PLINIO uses a new generation of methods and technologies from Semantic
Web, such as ontologies, meta-search engines and intelligent agents, in order to
locate, analyse, filter and categorise climate change information on the Internet [6].
The desired result is to provide users with periodical, organised and
multilingual news about climate change to assist them for a strategic chance to
take decisions in a short, medium and large place.
The develop of this project took many stages and involved many people
from different areas of knowledge, from the definition and codification of
specialised ontology about climate change, up to the design of user interface and
its setup with predefined queries associated to each user profile.
In many stages of PLINIO, but to design the Web interface too, it was
necessary the support of an expert investigator in effects of climate change: Natalia
Saavedra (Degree in Geography by the University of Castile-La Mancha). With her
collaboration it was possible to identify and define different user profiles
associated to that topic and, for each profile, a set of topics of interest.
Following that information, I designed the Web interface of PLINIO to
support user profiling and query management. These specifications made possible
to set up the application with the profiles described by the expert user. Also, for
each profile I configured a set of predefined queries according with the identified
topics of interest.

1.3.

Motivations
When I developed the PLINIO Scoreboard two years ago on my final project

degree, my motivation to choose that project was primarily to create a practical
3

http://smile.esi.uclm.es/smile/plinio
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tool with a real use, not only theoretical. Thanks to public funds (see Section 1.5)
and the support SMILe Research Group, I could tackle that goal with the condition
to focus the practical topic to the effects of climate change.
In any case, and above the required conditions, I designed a tool with a
multidisciplinary purpose, not only for climate change, that could be adapted to
any topic of interest where having the most relevant information in time has a high
value. But that was only a proposal without the opportunity to carry it out.
Now, as an extension of the previous work, I have been able to frame this
project within a field with many possibilities, such as business related to
Information Technologies, exploring the potential of this product for a wider range
of topics of interest for enterprises.

1.4.

Justification of this dissertation and achieved Competences
PLINIO, beyond its original use, may have any other use related to any issue

apart from effects of climate change. It requires, for that, to define new user
profiles and reconfigure topics of interest and queries. This is a job for an expert
user from the chosen area of interest.
Some subjects of this Master’s Degree in Computer Science4 are “Strategic
and Operational Management of Companies” and “Information Technology
Governance and Innovation Management”. So, we have acquired the necessary
skills to act as “expert users” and detect and analyse needs of information for
typical departments in a company related to Information Technologies. The aim is
to help users to take strategic and operational decisions and indentify innovation
opportunities for their businesses.
In particular, the achieved Competences from this Master’s Degree are:


“[CE1] Ability to integrate Computer Engineering technologies, applications,
services and systems, with a generalist character, and broader and
multidisciplinary contexts”. PLINIO was designed following many of Web 2.0
paradigms, which imply the use of advanced technologies (RIA, AJAX,
JavaScript Frameworks, HTML5, CSS3, etc.) and creation of services for the

4

http://miicr.masteruniversitario.uclm.es/presentacion.aspx
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context of climate change effects. But the goal of this dissertation is to value
the use of this system in another context: the context of enterprises related
to Information Technologies (IT). It means to analyse and use an existing IT
service out of its context to integrate into another, and justifies this
Competence.


“[CE2]

Ability

for

strategic

planning,

development,

management,

coordination, and technical and economic management in the fields of
Computer Engineering related, among others, with: systems, applications,
services, networks, infrastructures or computer facilities and software centres
or factories, respecting the adequate fulfilment of quality and environmental
criteria and in multidisciplinary workbenches”. One of the academic goals of
PLINIO Scoreboard Web service was to define an own development
methodology, based on Agile Software Development concept, and technical
solutions for some common problems when developing Web 2.0 services. It
was significantly important customer collaboration and ability to integrate
requirement changes on development lifecycle. This dissertation, extending
the previous work, means to make a new iteration in lifecycle of PLINIO,
with new requirements for new disciplinal workbench, and consequent
analysis, design and testing stages to assure the quality of results.


“[CE4] Ability to model, design, define architectures, implement, manage,
operate, administrate and maintain applications, networks, systems, services
and computerised contents”. PLINIO was developed following the stages of
Agile Development methodology. It means stages of prototype model and
design, define architectures and their implementation. Furthermore, the
iterative process had an administrative and operational component, using
the own application to load the content of roles, queries and topics related
to climate change effects. In this new iteration it will be necessary to pass
through these stages of incremental development and analyse the
reusability of previous work, more in development stages, and to adapt it to
the new requirements, more in management and operational stages.

Value Enhancement of PLINIO Scoreboard for Enterprises Related to the Business of Information Technologies
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Framework
PLINIO was funded by the Regional Ministry of Science and Technology of

the Community Board of Castile-La Mancha (POII10-0133-3516) and headed by
Francisco Pascual Romero (Doctor in Computer Science at the University of
Castile-La Mancha, Spain). Its development was being carried out by SMILe
Research Group5 (School of Advanced Computer Science at the University of
Castile-La Mancha, in Ciudad Real, Spain). Currently, it is waiting for more funds to
develop new stages.
My collaboration in this project was related about the developing of the
Web interface and user profiling. It was submitted for my final degree project
called “Personalised Scorecard Prototype 2.0 about Effects of Climate Change” [7].
This dissertation is an extension of my final degree project, without any
funding or direct links to SMILe Research Group, but with their permission to carry
it out.

1.6.

Structure of this dissertation
To have a comprehensive vision about this dissertation, the next page

contains a road map to understand the stages of labour, which mostly coincide
with the chapters of this document.
Conclusions and other sections are not included.

5

http://smile.esi.uclm.es
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Introduction
•Introduction and environment related to the
search of information on the Internet.
•Introduction to PLINIO and the framework
•Motivations
•Justification and achieved Competences

Objectives
•Scope of the project, limits and conditions
•Definition of objectives
•System requirements

Background and State of the Art
•Bibliographic investigation and references about
semantic search for Information Technologiy
related business

Methodology
•Agile methodology. Planning , motoring and
evaluation phases
•Explanation of the applied methodology to
address the objectives

Results
•Application and result analysis after the
implementation of the methodology
•Final roles, queries and main topics in PLINIO
adapted to Information Technologies related
business

Figure 1-2: Dissertation road map
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2. OBJECTIVES
Information is most important asset that an organization has at its disposal,
and it is more critical when their business is related to Information Technologies.
This helps from strategic decisions and entrepreneurial opportunities to help
development teams to take advantage of new software tools and programming
techniques.
But amount of information on the Internet is too huge and, very often, it has
not enough quality to be relevant. It is desired to have a tool to filter, organise, and
categorise the information to be most suitable and helpful to users. Moreover, it is
important to extract relevant information according to user roles in business,
measuring this relevance by the value of its semantic meaning.

2.1.

Scope
The original scope of PLINIO Scoreboard was to develop a multilingual Web

platform to allow users to access to information on the Internet related to climate
change effects. That is a semi-automatic process to depurate, analyse and
categorise information to be served to the users and avoiding them a big waste of
time and resources trying to find the same information by themselves.
The applied methodology to get best results was based in “Semantic Web”
concepts, such as ontologies, meta-search engines and intelligent agents. They are
focused to find information by “semantic value”, instead of literal keywords, with
better results because information is not rejected when it has not syntactic
coincidences. It means that recovered information has an appropriate semantic
value for the proposed query, even if does not exist any matching words.
In this expansion, the scope of work will change from pure developing to
usage of the application on a practical scenario: business of Information
Technologies. The proposed work, indeed, will deal with investigation and analysis
of needs of information from the Internet for most of characteristic stakeholders
within the company.
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The past project has also an academic objective: to define a methodology

applied to develop Web 2.0 applications. Based on principles of the Manifesto for
Agile Software Development6, the project was focused to customer collaboration
and quick response to changes. In a brief overview, an agile development follows
this schema, based on iterations:

Client
Tests

Receive
Feedback

Deliver
Alpha

Code

Figure 2-1: Simplified Agile Development process
At this time, it will be set an academic objective: to adapt the agile
methodology to keep customer collaboration and incremental developing and to
consider the new functional requirements of the project (from climate change
effects to Information Technologies related business) as a challenge to
demonstrate how this methodology can deal with changes.

2.2.

Limitations
It is necessary to consider some aspects of this dissertation to define where

its limitations are.
PLINIO Scoreboard uses an external semantic database made with Lucene7
to recover news and categories (see Annex B.4 to get more information about

6
7

http://agilemanifesto.org
http://lucene.apache.org
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automatic categories). This database is built using a list of information sources on
the Internet. It implies two limitations:


This service does not recover all information generated on the Internet. By
computability and storing restrictions it is necessary to narrow the search
to a list of Web sources.



The quality of news will depend of the quality and amount of those sources.
The scope of this work does not include management of the list of Web
sources and the creation of database, but some significant sources will be
sent to the crawling process administrator to be included.
As explained on the previous section, this methodology focuses the

attention to customer collaboration. This work does not apply to a real case and,
therefore, it has not got real customers or stakeholders. However, it will have a
group of experienced professionals related to Information Technologies to
perform the role of stakeholders. Even with their experience, this is a limited set of
profiles and may not be extrapolated to a real case.
There is another limitation about the dictionary of terms to use in the
keyword configuration for queries, as well as list of topics and categories. PLINIO
makes use of EuroVoc as semantic dictionary source for all of these items (see
Section 4.4.1 for more information). This is because the Web crawling process to
build the semantic database also uses EuroVoc and it is necessary to match terms
for query calls with existing terms in the database to recover information.
In addition, the multilingual capability of this service depends of the
amount of translations configured for the Web interface and news sources.

2.3.

Practical objectives
The practical objective of this dissertation is to use PLINIO to recover

information from the Internet about Information Technologies for the purpose to
assist to users at all departments of company where this information can be useful.
This objective consists of some stages of analysis, also called sub-objectives:
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Profile
Analysis

Query
Analysis

Keyword
Analysis

Topic
Analysis

Result
Analysis

•Identify user
profiles

•Identify
queries for
each profile

•Identify
keywords for
each query

•Identify mayor
topics from
keywords

•Test and
improve
quality of
results

Figure 2-2: Practical objective analysis stages
1. Analysis and definition of business internal roles or stakeholders by topics
of interest when they access to information on the Internet. They will be
converted to user profiles within the application.
2. Analysis and definition of relevant queries associated to each role when
they have access to information on the Internet. It will be used to identify
the amount of relevant queries for each profile within the application.
3. Analysis and definition of set of keywords and their internal relational
operators and orders to define the content of each query. These keywords
are EuroVoc terms.
4. Identification of major topics from keywords. They will define the set of
common topics to be configured within the application, same as a
newspaper has main sections (national, international, economy, etc.). They
are EuroVoc terms too.
5. Analysis of query results to determine if they are semantically aligned with
the purpose of each query and, in consequence, with topics of interest for
each role.
As a process during the last step it may be possible to make some
corrections on topics, keywords, queries or even profiles to improve the quality of
results.
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Academic objectives
Past development of PLINIO Scoreboard followed a methodology based on

Agile Software development concepts to ensure the achievement of proposed
practical objective. The nature of this project, creation of a service within
principles of the Web 2.0 concept, made it suitable to apply Agile Methodology.
To understand the main concepts of Agile Development, it is basic to know
its Manifesto8:
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping
others to do it. Through this work we have come to value:
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the
left more.
Kent Beck, Mike Beedle, Arie van Bennekum, Alistair Cockburn, Ward
Cunningham, Martin Fowler, James Grenning, Jim Highsmith, Andrew Hunt, Ron
Jeffries, Jon Kern, Brian Marick, Robert C. Martin, Steve Mellor, Ken Schwaber, Jeff
Sutherland, Dave Thomas.
This manifesto changes the concept of development under a “closed
document” with functional requirements agreed between customers and
developers and a programmed schedule to come back to customers only with a
product to test and deploy. Now, customers are active part during process of
development, and they contribute to processes and evolution of the product in any
moment of its lifecycle, driving changes as part of developing.
Given this perspective, the idea of continuous user feedback emerges. For
this reason, it is important to have a group of users to negotiate changes and
ensure milestones during all stages.
8

http://agilemanifesto.org. Copyright by the Authors, 2.001. The declaration may be freely copied in any
form, but only in its entirety.
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In addition, when the developed product is a modern Web service under

concepts of the Web 2.0, it is necessary to know the particularities of that kind of
developments. Tim O’Reilly, the author who popularised that term, designed a
“meme map” to understand its major features:

Figure 2-3: O’Reilly Web 2.0 concept map9
There are many concepts to explain about the Web 2.0, but one of them is
relevant to understand the appropriate methodology to follow in this dissertation.
It is “the perpetual beta” concept:
“[…] Users must be treated as co-developers, in a reflection of open source
development practices (even if the software in question is unlikely to be released
under an open source license.) The open source dictum, 'release early and release
often', in fact has morphed into an even more radical position, 'the perpetual beta', in
which the product is developed in the open, with new features slipstreamed in on a
monthly, weekly, or even daily basis. It's no accident that services such as Gmail,

9

Source: http://oreilly.com/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html
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Google Maps, Flickr, del.icio.us, and the like may be expected to bear a 'Beta' logo for
years at a time […]" [3]
This concept argues the need to keep always development in an unfinished
state, in order to make new incremental developments to adapt the product in
parallel to evolution of customer needs. This is favourable background to apply
Agile Methodologies, even with a functional and operative production version.
In conclusion, this dissertation brings also an academic objective: to add
value to the applied Agile Methodology subjecting it to a process of incremental
development to adapt the Web service to a new community of users with different
interests and profiles.
This document explains the steps of applied methodology (see Section 4)
and its results to accomplish this academic objective (see Section 5).

2.5.

System requirements
The list of system requirements are the same as PLINIO Scoreboard:



A server computer. Required programs are open software and
multiplatform, so it is possible to choose between common ones (Windows,
Linux, UNIX, etc.)



Enough RAM memory to keep all services working (Apache Tomcat,
Firebird database and PLINIO Scoreboard Web service). It depends of the
chosen operating system, but it is recommended not less than 2 gigabytes.



Enough disk space to install programs and database. It is not necessary too
much, but is also required to install Java. A free amount of 250 megabytes is
enough.



Internet connection is not necessary, because the Web service works with
semantic database only. But it is necessary to open the firewall to access
Web services on the server.



Client machines need only a Web browser and Internet connection to check
sources of the news.
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3. BACKGROUND, STATE OF THE ART
This section is a brief introduction and current state of the topics related to
this dissertation. The first part deals with the concepts inherited from the previous
project such as Agile Developing, Web mashups and their evolution within the
concept of Semantic Web. The last part is about some current examples of this
technology.

3.1.

Background from the final degree project
This dissertation continues the work done in the final degree project [7]

(see Section 1.4), that covered the software lifecycle up to final release of the
product approved by the expert user on effects of climate change. While the first
project was focused on the software developing of the Web service, this current
project takes over to use this functional service to develop a methodology to study
its application into the environment of business related to Information
Technologies.
In another point of view, both projects are part of the same software
lifecycle, but the first project covered the stages related to the creation of the
service and now the stages are related to the use of the service. In any case, both
projects use the concepts of Agile Developing on their respective methodologies.
This part introduces the concepts already explained on the previous project,
but it is necessary to expose and extend them for understanding some aspects of
the current work along next sections.
3.1.1. Agile Developing
The key elements for deployment of that methodology are:


Individuals and interactions over processes and tools. Direct interaction
within developers, customers and also between them is most important
tool to share ideas and orientate developing.



Working software over comprehensive documentation. Most effective
method to understand functional requirements and incremental changes is
to have software that works, even if it is provisional. It helps to customers
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and developers to agree and understand changes and improvements to
apply.


Customer collaboration over contract negotiation. Specifications cannot be
enclosed to a limited agreement. Customers and developers shall work
together to mature ideas and to adapt to real needs and development
possibilities open to changes.



Responding to change over following a plan. As result of previous
considerations, when a change happens in any stage it is necessary to work
on it immediately, avoiding heavy contingency plans that delay the required
actions for a long period of time.
All of these considerations make a characteristic methodology where most

important values are customer collaboration, early unfinished product releases
and quick response to the changes.
This is a comprehensive view of Agile Lifecycle:

Figure 3-1: Agile Lifecycle10
On this methodology is imperative an incremental perspective to organise
the processes. Iterations are designed to solve a delimited number of changes in
each step, and the work is supervised continuously by stakeholders (internal and
10

Source: http://www.adfkickstart.com/agile-methodology
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external) using beta releases and meetings. Only when a beta release is accepted
by customers as a good candidate for a public release, the product launches to
market.
To evaluate an appropriate Agile Framework to use in this project, it is also
recommended to know the principles governing this methodology in the Agile
Manifesto11:
1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous
delivery of valuable software.
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes
harness change for the customer's competitive advantage.
3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of
months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.
4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the
project.
5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and
support they need, and trust them to get the job done.
6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and
within a development team is face-to-face conversation.
7. Working software is the primary measure of progress. Agile processes
promote sustainable development.
8. The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant
pace indefinitely.
9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances
agility.
10. Simplicity, the art of maximizing the amount of work not done, is essential.
11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from selforganizing teams.

11

http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then
tunes and adjusts its behaviour accordingly.
They are master guidelines to organise the work under Agile Developing

precepts. The chosen methodology should follow them as well as possible.
3.1.2. Mashups
Within the new generation of Web applications, also called “services” under
the Web 2.0 paradigm, there is a group denominated “mashups”. The distinctive
feature of mashups is that they use and combine information sourced by other
Web services to create, using more or less sophisticated algorithms, their own
content with added value. [10]
To perform this process, the mechanism of a mashup begins with a process
of transformation of the original information to a homogeneous format that allows
the data extraction and analysis to create new content. And this new content is
anything from a single aggregation of the original information to a sophisticated
analysis using ontologies and artificial intelligence to extract the semantic value
and work with it.
In any case, a mashup is a service that combines, categorises and displays
the information by user demand. It has these basic elements:


Content providers: The original publisher sites where mashups extracts the
information. These original information can be homogenised by using:
o Original APIs, if the content provider delivers them. Google and
Wikipedia are both examples of providers with APIs to access to
their services.
o RSS, a widespread standard format to deliver the information to the
customers and easily managed by mashups.
o Brute-force HTML extraction, if it is not possible any other method,
etc.



Mashup application: Apart of the Web interface, the mashup process the
contents of original published and homogenises them. After that, if the
mashup offers semantic features, it applies mechanisms as data crawling,
clustering, text mining, ontologies and any other algorithms related to
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artificial intelligence. The final proposal of all of these steps is to maximise
the semantic value of the processed sources. This process, also, may involve
human assistance from the hand of an “expert user”, whose duties are to
control and correct the automated process by setting parameters to get
more meaningful results.


User interface: It receives the requests for information formulated by users
and displays the mashup results (information plus added values) to them.
This is a graphical synopsis of a mashup:

Figure 3-2: Mashup schema12
There are different types of mashups depending of their area of interest [4]:


Consumer mashups: Organise data from several publishers from many
sources and formats and display them through a simple graphical interface.



Data mashups: Combine similar types of media and information from
multiple sources into a single representation



Business (or enterprise) mashups: Focus data into a single presentation and
allow for collaborative action among businesses and developers. It's a

12

Source: http://marketingmb.wordpress.com/2010/06/05/ensayo-mashup
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mixture of the previous mashups, also adding collaborative features to
create a comprehensive business application.
There is a proposal of mashup language, sponsored by OMA13, called EMML

(Enterprise Mashup Markup Language), to standardise the processes flow of
enterprise mashups to promote its interoperability and compatibility. It may be a
common language for mashups in the future.
3.1.3. Semantic Web (Web 3.0)
The Semantic Web is an advanced concept largely linked to developments
arising out of the Web 2.0. However, Tim Berners-Lee formulated this hypothesis
years ago when he settled the concepts for the World Wide Web, letting its
semantic functionalities for a future when the technologic level could deal with this
topic. [1]
According to the W3C definition14:
[...] The Semantic Web is a web of data [...] data is controlled by applications,
and each application keeps it to itself.
The Semantic Web is about two things. It is about common formats for
integration and combination of data drawn from diverse sources, where on the
original Web mainly concentrated on the interchange of documents. It is also about
language for recording how the data relates to real world objects. That allows a
person, or a machine, to start off in one database, and then move through an
unending set of databases which are connected not by wires but by being about the
same thing [...]
The goal of the Semantic Web, therefore, is to create a new layer of data, or
metadata, about the existing data on the Internet. This new layer of data defines
the semantics of the data and its ontology. Having this layer, and through formal
processes, it is possible to develop “intelligent agents” to seek information in a
more comprehensive and reliable manner, regardless of real location of the data or
its interconnections.

13
14

http://www.openmashup.org
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw
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The arrival of this new generation of applications gives way to a redefinition
of the Internet as the big database where the information is connected via
semantic links, and where intelligent agents are in charge of processing this data to
extract new and valuable information by using artificial intelligence algorithms.
All of these concepts and ideas for a revolutionary future of the Web are
called by some publishers as the Web 3.0 because of the big impact of these
disruptive technologies. Nevertheless, this is a neologism without a formal
definition and it may be revised in the near future.
But this is not a theoretical prediction about the future of the Web. There
are strong evidences about this is the way for the evolution of the Web and
sponsored by the W3C with real steps. For example, the working draft of HTML5
incorporates a new set of elements to define the informational semantics of the
content15. Apart of other semantic tools, it includes a new semantic markup
schema to define the typical contents of a webpage:

Figure 3-3: HTML5 semantic markup schema16

15
16

http://ctovision.com/2011/03/html5-and-the-semantic-web
Source: http://html5-note.blogspot.com.es/2011/12/redefining-blog-using-html5-semantic.html
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At present, there is already the technological level necessary to undertake

these developments. This dissertation intends to demonstrate a practical
application of mashups with semantic features, on the scope of the Web 2.0
evolution into the Semantic Web.

3.2.

Semantic mashups at the present
Here there are some relevant examples of semantic mashups to have an

overview about the current state of develop of this kind of service:
3.2.1. IHS Goldfire
IHS Goldfire17 is a multi-lingual semantic search technology to find answers
in corporate knowledge stores and external information regardless of location,
document type or authoring language. This product is focused to engineers,
researchers and scientists to the identification of new markets, competitive
landscapes and to improve the operational efficiency, problem solving and idea
generation.
The main features of this product are:


Semantic research engine in five languages: English, French, German,
Japanese and Chinese.



Access to internal and external knowledge. It can index internal document
types from personal folders, shared drives, email and enterprise systems, as
well as external sources like IHS standards, technical journals, websites and
third-party content.



Collaboration framework. To help product development teams identify
experts, exchange information, share ideas and work together to solve
problems.



On-demand market, technology and competitive trends. With analytics to
help companies assess the competitive landscape, find new market
opportunities and build intellectual property strategies.
There is not a live demo to test this product, but it is possible to request it

by filling a formulary in their web page. There is not any technical information
17

http://www.inventionmachine.com
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about the semantic engine used in this product, and there is not manner to
evaluate its efficiency.
Here is a published screenshot from the product webpage:

Figure 3-4: IHS Goldfire screenshot18
In any case, reading the product features whitepaper (it has not technical
specifications neither) it promises an efficient collaborative framework where the
internal and external information is easily accessible to the users in an integral
knowledge base solution for the enterprise. The way to access to this information
is similar to a classic web search, but with semantic advantages. Also, the product
has some automated analytics to increase the value of the information and the
collaborative tools helps to increase the teamwork activities and productivity.
On the other hand, the scope of this product seems to be limited to research,
development and innovation department, and also to senior management as
decision-making tool. Other departments with informational needs (for example,
financial, formation, human resources, etc.) seem to not to match with some of the
18

Source: http://inventionmachine.com
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features of this product. But using the internal documents as knowledge base,
maybe it is possible to use it partially in these environments.
Also, the multilingual capabilities can affect to the amount of external
sources to build the knowledge base, limited to five languages. For example, only in
Europe there are twenty-three official languages. Many documents generated by
European institutions, and more relevant if they are regional or local, are
overridden by the Web crawling process if they are not written in English, French
or German.
Finally, the presentation of results seems to be very categorised and
clustered into areas of interest according to user profile. This is a favourable
feature in some cases, when the search for a general topic produces a big amount
and variety of results. But it becomes a handicap when the excessive fragmentation
of results does not help to access easily to them together on a glance.
3.2.2. Dpublic
Dpublic 19 is a service developed by MassiveKnowledge S.L. 20 , a
technological start-up located in Ciudad Real and Valencia, Spain. The aim of this
service is to keep informed of all government information available to citizens and
businesses in different ways.
Dpublic is not formally a semantic search engine (it uses Sphinx21 as search
core), but it offers key results to enterprises when they search for information
generated for any public institution, from local Spanish governments up to
European organizations.
Dpublic manages an information repository with these features:


Data Sources: data collected from sources of public communication.



Type

of

information:

all

information

regulated

by

government:

scholarships, grants, competitions, public procurement, regulations and
legislation, etc.

19

http://www.dpublic.es
http://www.massknow.com
21
http://sphinxsearch.com
20
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General government: access to public information of more than 10,000
agencies.



Geographical scope: local public agencies, provincial, regional, national and
European level.



Application time: documents from 2010 onwards.



Documents: more than 1.8 million documents. Gathering an average of
more than 2,000 documents per day.
Dpublic also offer some tools:



Widgets to be included of simple form in any web site, so that it is possible
to enrich his content with public information and news.



Public API for the access to the information that dpublic offers. They are
created following the specification REST and they offer as a web service22.
There are three subscription plans to this service:



Unregistered: Simple searches, ad support and maximum of ten results.



Registered: Free, unregistered features plus full text searches, maximum of
twenty results, access to official and basic newsletter.



Premium: 0.50 euro per day, registered features plus full search
capabilities, professional newsletters, intelligent agents, alerts and relevant
news.
When user enters the keywords, has to choose to find on title or body text.

Sphynx search engine has morphological dictionaries to search simple variants of
the entered text (gender, number, etc.), but they are only in Russian, English and
German. It is supposed that this service uses a Spanish morphological dictionary
from another source. This is quite far from a semantic search, and forces the user
to refine the search with more keywords to expand the alternatives and similar
meanings around the topic to search.
The official webpage has a public search interface to use this service:

22

https://api.dpublic.es/mklabs/mklabs.jsp?s=api
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Figure 3-5: Dpublic screenshot23
The search results are divided in some main categories to filter easily the
recovered items, shown on the main section at a glance. The items are sorted by
date in descending order; it is the natural sort for that kind of searches, but it
seems to be impossible to sort by other concepts such as keyword relevancy, for
example.
Finally, the informational sources and scope of this service are limited to
Spanish and European public organizations only, but not other European or nonEuropean countries. This is a useful service for Spanish companies, but it does not
cover the needs of many others departments inside the organization, related to
other topics apart of public administrations, and affairs out of Spanish and
European scope.
3.2.3. Evi
Evi24 was founded in August 2005, originally under the name of True
Knowledge, with the mission of powering a new search service where users can
23

Source: http://www.dpublic.es
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access the knowledge of the Internet simply by asking for the information they
need using natural language. Evi mobile app was launched publicly in January
2012, with over one million users within four months of launch. In May 2012 the
business was officially rebranded as Evi to reflect the focus on the ongoing
development of the Evi AI. In October 2012, Evi was acquired by Amazon.
Evi is a cloud-based Artificial Intelligence which builds upon the core
semantic search technology developed by the company and adds conversation,
external APIs, location sensitivity and other features. Users can talk to Evi via an
iPhone and Android app.
Here is an example of use:

Figure 3-6: Evi screenshot25
The search engine attempts to analyse queries by disambiguating from all
possible meanings of the words in the question to find the most likely meaning of
the question being asked:

24
25

http://evi.com
Source: http://evi.com
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User question: Is the boss of Microsoft older than the boss of Google?



Answer: Yes.



Automatically processed question: Is it the case that the person responsible
for running the organization Microsoft Corporation (the US software
company) is older (has been in existence longer) than the person responsible
for running the organization Google Inc., the American public corporation
specialising in Internet search?



Analysed facts to provide the answer:
1. Steve Ballmer has been the CEO of Microsoft since at least January 31st
2011, 00:00
2. Steve Ballmer has been the CEO of Microsoft since January 13th 2000
3. Larry Page has been the CEO of Google since at least April 4th 2011
4. March 24th 1956 is the birth date of Steve Ballmer
5. March 26th 1973 is the birth date of Larry Page
6. 'is older than' is permanent
This main scope of this product is limited to static information on the

Internet. Having a very advanced semantic technology, it is not intended for
crawling news sources. Also, the knowledge database is about general topics, but
not for business. During the tests for this dissertation, Evi could not answer
specialised questions for business (for example, “Google stock market evolution”
or “grants for business innovation”).
Even if it is a service whose purpose is different from business, it was
relevant as example of the state of the art related to semantic technologies.
3.2.4. Google News
Google News26 is a computer-generated news site that aggregates headlines
from news sources worldwide, collects similar stories together and displays them
according to each reader's personalised interests.
This news reader service offers links to several articles on every story. The
user firstly decides the subject of interest and, then, the publisher to read the story.

26

http://news.google.com
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Google News selects and ranks the news using computer algorithms that
evaluate, among other things, how often and on what sites a story appears online.
It also ranks based on certain characteristics of news content such as freshness,
location, relevance and diversity. Some other features of this service are:


Users can personalise the main news topics to obtain the stories that
represent their interests.



Users can sign up to receive weekly, daily or as-it-happens email alerts on
any topic of their interest.



Users have a special version of Google News on their Android devices. This
app also permits to personalise the main topics of interest.



It is possible to configure any user feed reader to receive updates of various
sections of Google News or Google News search results, by subscribing to
RSS or Atom feeds. There is a public API to configure the parameters to
receive feeds, allowing users to define with a big level of detail the query to
obtain most accurate results.



Google News uses a big historical archive dating back up to 200 years, but
active news appears within the past 30 days.



Google News aggregates content from more than 25,000 publishers. Only
for the English language, it covers about 4,500 sites.
From the launch of this service in September 2002, Google News has grown

to become one of the most important news mashup on the Internet. The expansion
of Android portable devices during last years has contributed significantly to the
rise of this service because it comes preinstalled as an app called “News and
Weather”.
Google News is also integrated with Google Search to enrich user search
results. When the user launches a search about some aspect of a current topic, the
obtained results are preceded by some publisher sources brought by Google News
service. Respectively, Google News use Google Search engine features to find news
when the user formulates a query trough the service. This search engine uses
many innovative algorithms27, some of them related to semantic searches, but its
powerful side is still the keyword language and added values around non-semantic
27

https://www.google.com/intl/en/insidesearch/howsearchworks/algorithms.html
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facts such as user location, frequent searches, freshness of content, PageRank
value, etc.
Anyway, Google News offers to the user a wide range of possibilities to
adjust and personalise the service to their needs of information and the big
advantage of having, maybe, the biggest knowledge base of that kind of services.
Any user can access freely to this service using any device. Here is a
screenshot from desktop version:

Figure 3-7: Google News (U.K. edition) screenshot28
In a business environment there are other informational sources out of the
scope of Google News. For example, about public aid, subsidies or public tenders. It
is possible to switch to Google Search to find into complementary sources, but if
the source is not a publisher on Google News, it is not possible to integrate it into
this service.

28

Source: http://news.google.com
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4. WORKING METHODOLOGY
To establish the methodology used in this project it is necessary to
introduce one of the most popular agile development methodologies: Scrum.

4.1.

Scrum framework
The authors of Scrum29 defined the need of this framework as:
New product development has become fast paced and competitive. Managers

need to realise that the traditional, sequential approach to developing new products
will not work in the new arena. Instead, they must adopt a more flexible, holistic
product development strategy where a development team works as a unit to reach a
common goal. [9]
Scrum is a way for teams to work together to develop a product. Product
development, using Scrum, occurs in small pieces, with each piece building upon
previously created pieces. Building products one small piece at a time enables
teams to respond to feedback and change, to build exactly and only what is needed.
More specifically, Scrum is a simple framework for effective team
collaboration on complex projects. Scrum provides a small set of rules that create
just enough structure for teams to be able to focus their innovation on solving
what might otherwise be an insurmountable challenge.
Scrum core is governed by three primary roles:


Product Owners: determine what needs to be built in the next 30 days or
less.



Development Teams: build what is needed in 30 days (or less), and then
demonstrate what they have built. Based on this demonstration, the
Product Owner determines what to build next.



Scrum Masters: ensure this process happens as smoothly as possible, and
continually help improve the process, the team and the product being
created.
This is a brief overview of the framework:

29

http://www.scrum.org
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Figure 4-1: The Scrum Framework30
The heart of Scrum is a Sprint, a time-box of one month or less during which
a “Done”, useable, and potentially releasable product Increment is created. Sprints
have consistent durations throughout a development effort. A new Sprint starts
immediately after the conclusion of the previous Sprint.
During the Sprint:


No changes are made that would affect the Sprint Goal.



Development Team composition remains constant.



Quality goals do not decrease.



Scope may be clarified and re-negotiated between the Product Owner and
Development Team as more is learned.
Scrum Teams deliver products iteratively and incrementally, maximizing

opportunities for feedback. Incremental deliveries of “Done” product ensure a
potentially useful version of working product is always available.
Also, there is a Daily Scrum, a fifteen-minute time-boxed event for the
Development Team to synchronise activities and create a plan for the next twenty
four hours. This is done by inspecting the work since the last Daily Scrum and
forecasting the work that could be done before the next one.
30

Source: http://www.softwaysolutions.com/blog/2012/10/09/there-might-be-scrum-thing-to-this
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A Sprint Review is held at the end of the Sprint to inspect the Increment and
adapt the Product Backlog if needed. During the Sprint Review, the Scrum Team
and stakeholders collaborate about what was done in the Sprint. Based on that and
any changes to the Product Backlog during the Sprint, attendees collaborate on the
next things that could be done. This is an informal meeting, and the presentation of
the Increment is intended to elicit feedback and foster collaboration.
The Sprint Retrospective is an opportunity for the Scrum Team to inspect
itself and create a plan for improvements to be enacted during the next Sprint.
The Product Backlog is an ordered list of everything that might be needed in
the product and is the single source of requirements for any changes to be made to
the product. The Product Owner is responsible for the Product Backlog, including
its content, availability, and ordering.
The Sprint Backlog is the set of Product Backlog items selected for the
Sprint plus a plan for delivering the product Increment and realising the Sprint
Goal. The Sprint Backlog is a forecast by the Development Team about what
functionality will be in the next Increment and the work needed to deliver that
functionality.
When the Product Backlog item or an Increment is described as “Done”,
everyone understand what “Done” means. Although this varies significantly per
Scrum Team, members must have a shared understanding of what it means for
work to be complete, to ensure transparency. This is the “Definition of Done” for
the Scrum Team and is used to assess when work is complete on the product
Increment.
4.1.1. Scrum update 2013
During the making of this dissertation, an updated version of Scrum was
launched after two years of collaboration with the agile and Scrum community. It
was published on July, 2013.
The applied framework was underway and it was not able to adapt the new
features of this version. While nothing about Scrum is fundamentally changed,
some clarifications are made to strengthen the importance of transparency, value,
goals, and more teamwork.
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The summary of changes31 between the 2011 and 2013 versions are:
1. A section on Artefact Transparency has been added. Scrum relies on
transparency. Decisions to optimise value and control risk are made based
on the perceived state of the artefacts.
2. Sprint Planning is now one event. Two topics are addressed in it: What can
be done this Sprint, and how will the chosen work be done. It includes the
formal inclusion of a Sprint Goal.
3. The Product Backlog is refined rather than groomed. The refined Product
Backlog items are transparent, well enough understood and granular
enough to be input for the Sprint Planning and for selection for the Sprint.
4. Scrum prescribes its events to create regularity and to minimise the need
for meetings not defined in Scrum. All events are time-boxed events, such
that every event has a maximum duration.
5. The importance of the Daily Scrum as a planning event is reinforced. Too
often it is seen as a status event. Every day, the Development Team should
understand how it intends to work together as a self-organizing team to
accomplish the Sprint Goal and create the anticipated Increment by the end
of the Sprint.
6. The concept of value is reinforced to use in the Sprint Review. During the
Sprint Review, the Scrum Team and stakeholders collaborate about what
was done in the Sprint. Based on that and any changes to the Product
Backlog during the Sprint, attendees collaborate on the next things that
could be done to optimise value.
Next section will develop the applied framework for this project. Because of

timeline reason, the Scrum 2013 version was not applied but, in the practice, there
are many modifications aligned with the new features. For example: the
importance of transparency involving the use of a collaborative framework, the
time-boxed events and the value concept for Sprint Review.
Moreover, in the next chapter when the results are exposed with Sprints, a
similar concept to Sprint Goals will be shown. The Developer builds a mechanism

31

http://www.scrumguides.org/s/Scrum-Guide-2013-Changes.pdf
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to define how the work must be done on each Sprint and, in consequence, it is
equivalent to define a Sprint Goal using the latest Scrum 2013 definitions.

4.2.

Applied framework
Scrum is a complete working framework that includes Product Owners,

Developing Teams and Scrum Masters and the formal activities to coordinate them
into incremental developing processes. On this dissertation, there are not as many
roles as defined by Scrum, because it is reduced to:


Its author, one person who perform the roles of Developer Team and Scrum
Master at the same time.



A group of test users, who perform the role of Product Owners, also called
stakeholders.
In addition, some of Sprint processes are too lightweight for this work. For

example, coding stages are completed already, because PLINIO Scoreboard is
intended to be a finished product on this work scope. The practical objective is to
make use that service, not to re-codify it. As result, some processes and schedules
are not suitable for this case. On the other hand, most of concepts about how to
organise the work and collaborative activities are good enough.
In conclusion, the applied framework is a reduced version of Scrum and, in
consequence, it is not Scrum. But it inherits many Scrum ideas and artefacts.
The following is a detailed description of framework artefacts to compose
the applied methodology.
4.2.1. Group of Experts
The developed service tries to provide a vault of relevant news to each
department where the quality of information is an added value, even critical.
Consequently, to get best results it is suggested to recruit people from each
concerned department. Therefore, in a real enterprise, the Group of Experts may
be chosen from the group of potential users for the developed service.
Unfortunately, this is not the scenario. In any case, it is possible to recruit
some professionals in the field of Information Technologies to make a good
approach to real needs of a hypothetical enterprise.
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4.2.2. Product Backlog
Same as Scrum, there are an ordered task list to accomplish the work. It is
possible to use the practical objectives already listed on this document (see Section
2.3), which almost coincide with the main stages of analysis, to build the initial
release of this Product Backlog:
Priority Description
1 Define the user profiles
2 Define the queries for each profile
3 Define the content for each query
4 Align keywords with EuroVoc terms
5 Indentify the major topics
6 Analysis of query results
Table 4-1: Product Backlog
There is a process of alignment with EuroVoc, because it is necessary to
adapt the analysed content of each query, their keywords, to EuroVoc dictionary of
terms.
The Product Backlog is not a fixed task list. The Product Owners may
decide, after a Sprint Review, to adjust profiles and queries. Then, it may be
possible to add repeated tasks for a review or specialised tasks when analysis is
more advanced, as many times as necessary.
Another attribute of this item list, for this applied framework, is the strict
order of priorities. It means it is impossible to set the queries if the user profiles
are not completed, for example. If tasks are added in an early stage of the analysis,
they must have always a higher priority than the next stages.
4.2.3. Sprint Backlog
Sprint Backlog is just a sub-set of tasks from Product Backlog which defines
the work to accomplish in each Sprint. It is loaded with Product Backlog tasks
before Sprint starts and it is consumed during Sprint process. When a Sprint
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finishes, the Sprint Backlog is empty. This process repeats in a cycle until Product
Backlog is empty.
Product Backlog and Sprint Backlog can be stored on the same document,
where each task has an assigned priority and it belongs exclusively to one Backlog.
4.2.4. Sprint
Each Sprint uses a set of tasks with highest priority from the Product
Backlog as the portion of work to complete. Duration of a Sprint is variable but, as
different as pure Scrum methodology, it is shorter here (around one week). The
main reason is that it is a process based on use of a service, but not its
implementation, and there is not any coding process. In any case, each Sprint has
an estimated duration to not to break the scheduled plan.
Scrum has some items on Sprint process, such as Daily Scrum Meeting to
revise and monitor the daily developing advances. In this adapted framework
processes are more simple, because it is not necessary to organise Developing
Teams (it is just one person) and because duration of each Sprint is too short.
Sprint in this adapted framework has these steps:
1. Sprint Backlog. It consists on a set of the highest priority tasks imported
directly from the Product Backlog. These tasks do not need to be divided
into subtasks, because workload is well balanced with duration of Sprints. If
a task defines a complete stage of analysis, for example to define the user
profiles, is taken as unique task for the Sprint. But if there are some tasks
from the same analysis stage, for example when exists some tasks to define
the queries for each role, they may be taken as a working set, totally or
partially. It is not allowed to combine tasks from different stages of analysis
at the risk of increasing their duration and entropy.
2. Sprint Process. During this time, the Developer will work on Sprint Backlog
tasks. As explained before, workload for each Sprint does not need a long
period of time. Thus, daily meetings are not required.
3. Sprint Review. Finished work of each Sprint is shown to stakeholders
(Product Owners) for their review and evaluation. Depending of this
evaluation, they can confirm a finished work or decide the need of reinsert
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tasks on the top of the Product Backlog to refine results. Also, this meeting
includes a Sprint Retrospective to share opinions or ideas to improve
processes for next Sprints.
This is a graphical view of the adapted framework Sprint process:

Product
Backlog

Sprint
Backlog

Sprint
Process

Developer /
Scrum Master

Finished Work
Tasks
(optional)

Stakeholders /

Sprint Review & Product Owners
Retrospective

Figure 4-2: Sprint schema
This Sprint iteration will repeat until the Product Backlog is empty of tasks
after the last Sprint Review and Retrospective, if no more tasks are added.
4.2.5. Finished Work
There are important differences between Scrum Framework and this
adapted framework about conditions to obtain a finished work. In Scrum, each
Sprint is a time box where evolution of process is under control by stakeholders
via Daily Scrum Meetings. The developing process is fully oriented to get desired
finished work when Sprint Review begins. But this applied framework does not
consider daily meetings for corrections, because time lapses between Sprints are
too short for it. In consequence, a final product may be accepted by stakeholders
but, if not, it may be necessary to schedule new tasks to refine results.
In addition, each finished work is a fully functional sub-product to
accomplish only some requisites. Each sub-product has its own scope and its
functionality is relatively independent from the others (but they are still parts of
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the final product). The applied framework, in contrast, is not designed to release
sub-products of anything. It is applied to an integrated analysis of profiles, queries
and results to promote the value of PLINIO Scoreboard into business related to
Information Technologies. An analysis of Product Backlog tasks, indeed, confirms
that they are parts of PLINIO Scoreboard. Therefore, a valid concept of “finished
work” may be a “partial completion of the Scoreboard configuration”.
In conclusion, it is possible to define a finished work in this applied
framework as a particular configuration, full or partial, of PLINIO Scoreboard,
where it may be modified and tuned until it produces satisfactory results to
stakeholders. This definition brings a monitoring tool to deliver to Product Owners
in each Sprint Revision, in order to be evaluated, approved or sent again to the
Developers with the comments and tasks for a revision. This monitoring tool is the
Scoreboard:
Profile Name Query Name Query Sentence Results

Topics

Table 4-2: PLINIO Scoreboard pattern
It is not necessary to complete all its fields to consider it as a finished work
for a Sprint. Scoreboard has sections to complete with each task from the Product
Backlog when they move to the Sprint Backlog:
Sprint Backlog task

Scoreboard section to complete

Define the user profiles

Profile Name

Define the queries for each profile

Query Name

Define the content for each query
Query Sentence
and align keywords with EuroVoc terms
Indentify the major topics

Topics
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Sprint Backlog task

Scoreboard section to complete

Analysis of query results

Results

Table 4-3: Sprint Backlog tasks vs. Scoreboard
Scoreboard is the handiest tool at meetings with stakeholders. It is a
comprehensive item to monitor the evolution of work and it is made with a
common language for all participants.
4.2.6. Sprint Review
Scrum defines this item as:
[…] A Sprint Review is held at the end of the Sprint to inspect the Increment
and adapt the Product Backlog if needed. During the Sprint Review, the Scrum Team
and stakeholders collaborate about what was done in the Sprint. Based on that and
any changes to the Product Backlog during the Sprint, attendees collaborate on the
next things that could be done. This is an informal meeting, and the presentation of
the Increment is intended to elicit feedback and foster collaboration.
This

is

a

four-hour

time-boxed

meeting

for

one-month

Sprints.

Proportionately less time is allocated for shorter Sprints. For example, two week
Sprints have two-hour Sprint Reviews […] [8]
It is the most effective meeting to lead the way for working stages. It may
change Product Backlog tasks and, in consequence, the next Sprints.
For this applied framework there are certain characteristics that affect how
to implement these meetings:


There are not Daily Scrum processes to monitor daily advances, because of
short Sprint periods and Developer Team does not need an internal
organization with only one member.



The Scoreboard is the major tool to check work evolutions and an essential
document to discuss on these meetings.



All participants are located in different places and it is not possible to
arrange face-to-face meetings between them.
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With all these points to consider, Sprint Reviews in this framework are
planned toward a collaborative environment of working documents. Due to ease of
use and access, and because it is a free tool, the chosen environment is Google
Docs32.
4.2.7. Reports and working documents
All the generated documents will be shared in Google Docs to be accessible
to the participants anywhere and anytime.
The daily evolutions can be monitored by accessing to this collaborative
environment, covering one of the needs generated without Daily Scrums.
During the Sprint, documents are locked in read only mode except for the
Scrum Master-Developer, but the participants can keep communication via email
or any other way if they need to share information in the course of this process.
Each Sprint Review consists in a time window where related documents are
able to be modified by Product Owners, in order to gather the hints and changes to
plan next Sprints.
The Scoreboard is another document in this collaborative environment. It
can be modifiable only by the Scrum Master-Developer, but the Product Owners
can read it to check and verify working advances.
Here is a graphical view of this environment:
Google Docs
Product
Backlog

Developer /
Scrum Master

Scoreboard

Sprint
Backlog

Sprint
docs

Stakeholders /
Product Owners

Figure 4-3: Collaborative environment for working documents

32

http://docs.google.com
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Work reports are usually sent by email, and they are used to keep informed

to the stakeholders and to request them, if necessary, to enter in Google Docs to
validate documents and to modify or complete them.
Also, the stakeholders cannot offer a full time dedication to this project;
even they cannot synchronise their schedules with the rest of stakeholders. For
this reason, meetings are substituted by shared formularies with open timetables
to fill out. If it is need to take a decision, these formularies set a deferred vote
system and each participant can support an option or to contribute with a new
one. The votes are not final, and each stakeholder can revise the options and
change their vote as many times as necessary.
This working methodology cannot match with Scrum, which requires fourhour meetings or less for Sprint Reviews. At the contrary, when the stakeholders
cannot answer immediately, and when this is not its priority, they need some days
to check the documents and write their conclusions, or to give their vote.
As a result, the duration of the Sprint Reviews may be longer than the own
Sprint. But on the other hand, having a good set of documentation and formularies
may reduce some Sprints to information synthesis and elaboration of the most
efficient formularies for the next review.

4.3.

Technology framework
This dissertation, from the broader perspective, addresses the use of a

semantic Web service for a practical purpose. This web service uses a technology
framework which must be known. The target of this work is not to build it, because
it is already built, but it will help to understand components and structure of
PLINIO and, more important, it introduces EuroVoc as dictionary of terms for
keywords and topics.
This is the main view by tiers:
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Web Browser
Front-end

Apache Web Server
Java EE
Middleware

Tomcat

JSP / Servlets

Java libraries

Back-end

Firebird Database
EuroVoc

Web crawling

Figure 4-4: Technology framework
These tiers are divided by physical location of their components:


Front-end: Users access to the service using the Web browsers installed on
their devices. It is recommended (but not required) to have one of new
generation of Web browsers with HTML5 and CSS3 support (latest versions
of Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera and Safari are supported) and
with JavaScript core enabled (jQuery JavaScript Framework33 is sent to
their browsers on execution time).



Middleware: It is the bridge between front-end and back-end. In Web
services environment, this is the Web application server. PLINIO makes use
of Java EE three-layer architecture with JSP and Servlets; Apache Tomcat is
the chosen Web application server for these requirements, plus some Java
libraries to support functions such as database connections, RMI, etc.

33

http://jquery.com
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Back-end: They are the peripheral components which communicate with
the system to gather or send data. In this case, it is DBMS and Web crawling
process. The system connects with DBMS using JDBC libraries, and RMS
protocol for Web crawling process. The EuroVoc list of terms is stored in
the database.

4.3.1. EuroVoc
EuroVoc 34 is a multilingual, multidisciplinary thesaurus covering the
activities of the EU, the European Parliament in particular. It contains terms in 23
EU languages (Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian,
Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish and Swedish), plus
Serbian. EuroVoc is managed by the Publications Office35, which moved forward to
ontology-based

thesaurus

management

and

semantic

web

technologies

conformant to W3C recommendations as well as latest trends in thesaurus
standards.
EuroVoc users include the European Parliament, the Publications Office,
national and regional parliaments in Europe, plus national governments and
private users around the world.
The aim of the thesaurus is to provide the information management and
dissemination services with a coherent indexing tool for the effective management
of their documentary resources and to enable users to carry out documentary
searches using controlled vocabulary.
The EuroVoc ontology is an extension of SKOS 36 (Simple Knowledge
Organization System) - W3C recommendation, including appendix B, SKOS
eXtension for Labels (SKOS-XL).
Latest edition, EuroVoc 4.4 (December 2012), is a thorough revision among
other things according to the concepts introduced by the Lisbon Treaty 37. It

34

http://eurovoc.europa.eu
http://publications.europa.eu
36
http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference
37
http://europa.eu/lisbon_treaty
35
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includes 6883 thesaurus concepts, organised in micro-thesauruses that belong to
these domains:
ID Domain

ID Domain

04 Politics

44 Employment and Working Conditions

08 International Relations

48 Transport

10 European Union

52 Environment

12 Law

56 Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

16 Economics

60 Agri-Foodstuffs

20 Trade

64 Production, Technology and Research

24 Finance

66 Energy

28 Social Questions

68 Industry

32 Education and Communications

72 Geography

36 Science

76 International Organizations

40 Business and Competition
Table 4-4: EuroVoc domains
Relevant micro-thesauruses for this dissertation are in domains called
Business and Competition and Production, Technology and Research, but also may
use some generic concepts from other ones.
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5. RESULTS
Once it was established a methodology it is time to apply it. The following
sections discuss the implementation of this methodology shown in steps and
results.
All the process begins with a functional specification for measuring the
achievement of objectives.

5.1.

Functional requirements
An initial document with functional requirements is necessary to take the

way for next stages. But in Agile Development it is not a contractual document
without any possibility to be revised and changed during lifecycle, unlike other
methodologies.
Anyway, this is a document to gather the project general guidelines. Each
detailed aspect will be solved throughout development process.
The practical objective, as described in Section 2.3, is to integrate PLINIO in
a model of company related to Information Technologies in all its departments,
where it is relevant the use of information on the Internet related to their duties
and responsibilities.
It is not defined any business structure. The first action to take is to analyse
and describe the different business profiles, classified by informational interests,
to cover relevant activities of the company.
Each profile has many topics of interest for information searches. It is
necessary an analysis of those topics to configure PLINIO with a set of predefined
queries for each profile.
Each query corresponds to a topic of interest and contains a keyword
selection related to that interest. The keywords are joined using relational
operations to define as accurate as possible the kind of question to formulate.
PLINIO also needs to configure a set of main topics. These topics are
inherited from keywords used for queries. The most relevant keywords ascend to
main topics, to appear on the main screen of PLINIO.
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Once profiles, queries, keywords and topics are configured, users can log in

and launch queries associated to their profiles. When choosing a query, the system
shows news with relevant information related to that query.

5.2.

Selection of group of experts
To follow the proposed methodology is necessary to have a group of experts

to assist in the analysis stages, to monitor the evolution of the work and to
evaluate the results.
This dissertation does not apply to a real enterprise, but it is possible to
select a group of professionals, in active employment, in workplaces and
companies related to Information Technologies and with many years of
experience.
Here is the list of recruited people and their Scrum equivalent roles:
Name

Bravo,
Alberto

Carranza,
Enrique

Guillón,
Óscar

MartínMoreno,
Daniel

Scrum
Role

Product
Owner

Product
Owner

Product
Owner

Product
Owner

Academic
Background

Professional Background
(currently the first)

Technical Engineer
in Computer Science
(UCLM)

Ten years as Analyst/Programmer at ATOS
Origin, Soluziona Software Factory (now Indra),
Hewlett-Packard and DocPath (current).
Four years as Teacher of Vocational Training of
Systems and Computer Applications at Regional
Board of Castile-La Mancha.

Technical Engineer
in Computer Science
(UCLM)

Nine years as Computer Systems Support and
Management at Regional Board of Castile-La
Mancha.
Six months as Deputy Director Management
Information Systems and Telecommunications
at University of Castile-La Mancha.

Engineer in
Computer Science

One year as Project Manager at BBVA
GlobalNet-BEEVA.
Two years as Project Manager at Nexus IT.
Five years as Analyst/Programmer and three
years as Project Manager at First Data Ibérica.

Engineer in
Computer Science
(UCLM)

Six years as Computer Systems Support and
Management at Regional Board of Castile-La
Mancha.
Two years as High School Computer Science
Teacher.
Six years as Software Engineer at Soluziona
Software Factory (now Indra).
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Professional Background
(currently the first)

Engineer in
Computer Science
(UCLM)

Three years as Management Information
System (MIS) at BBVA.
Seven years as Consultant and Project Manager
at Everis.

Medina,
Carlos

Product
Owner

Ruiz, Javier

Scrum
Master
Develop
Team
Product
Owner

Engineer in
Computer Science
(UCLM)

Eight years as Computer Systems Support and
Management at Regional Board of Castile-La
Mancha.
Five years as Software Engineer at Soluziona
Software Factory (now Indra).

Product
Owner

Technical Engineer
in Computer Science
(UCLM)

Thirteen years as professional at Indra. Current
role: Analyst.
One year Citius Program fellow at Autonomous
University of Madrid.

Sánchez,
José

Table 5-1: Group of Experts and Scrum roles
They play the role of Product Owners, according to Scrum definition.
Following this role, they participate actively during the lifecycle, but mostly in
Sprint Reviews. They access to generated information during the analysis
processes and, via emails or addendums, they send their comments, suggestions
and proposals of changes to Developer Team.
To begin the process, they were informed about the project scope (see
Section 2.1) and the functional requirements, as described as the previous Section.
Moreover, I develop all the Scrum roles:


Scrum Master and Developer Team, because this dissertation tries to
accomplish the academic objectives (see Section 2.4) and they are the roles
to carry out with them.



Product Owner, as a professional related to Information Technologies, I can
append my experience to the Group of Experts.
This dual point of view makes easier to organise the documents for a better

understanding to the rest of the group and give to them some starting points to
discuss ideas and proposals, as seen below.
During the exposition of results of this dissertation, sometimes will appear
the role of Scrum Master and sometimes Developer Team or just Developer. It is
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the same person, but will be referred accordingly with context, for academic
evaluation purposes.

5.3.

Preparing the collaborative environment
There is no possibility to organise face-to-face meetings between Product

Owners, even when Sprint Reviews take place.
It is essential to prepare an efficient collaborative environment to minimise
effects of that inconvenience. The target is to gather the maximum amount of
information from Product Owners, and improving the coordination between them
as well as with real meetings.
This environment has to:


Allow to users to share and manipulate a wide variety of documents, but
text documents and spreadsheets as the most important ones.



Permit

document

synchronization,

concurrent

modifications

and

permissions management.


Supply ways of communication between editors as chat, email, notifications
and comments into documents.



Keep versions and control of changes for documents.
The chosen option to suit these requirements is Google Docs (see Section

4.3.6). It stores all the generated documents during lifecycle.
All the Product Owners are familiarised with Google Docs and, then, Sprint
processes can begin immediately.

5.4.

Sprint 0 (Setup)
This Sprint is made to contact with Product Owners and create and

configure files with their initial state for next Sprints. During this Sprint, the Sprint
Master uploads the working files to Google Docs and shares them with the Product
Owners.
The estimated duration of this Sprint is four days.
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5.4.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
As described in the Section 4.3.2, the first version of Product Backlog
matches with the practical objectives of this dissertation, accordingly with
necessary tasks to accomplish with the functional requirements. In addition, to
follow the Scrum mechanism, Spring Master adds tasks to configure the
collaborative environment and move them directly to the Sprint Backlog.
This is the first uploaded version of this document:
Priority Product Backlog tasks

Sprint Backlog tasks

1



Create the collaborative environment

2



Upload the first versions of the working
documents

3 Define the user profiles
4

Define the queries for each
profile

5

Define the content for each
query

6

Align keywords with EuroVoc
terms

7 Indentify the major topics
8 Analysis of query results
Table 5-2: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 0)
5.4.2. Sprint Process
This Sprint begins with an informal email to the Product Owners to
introduce them to the project and its functional requirements. In a real situation,
this process is at the contrary: Product Owners have a meeting with Scrum Master
and Developer Team to gather functional requirements. But, in this case,
requirements are established by practical objectives and the Product Owners have
to know how to play their role.
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This Sprint has not got any other process apart of mentioned above. It is

completely made under the Spring Master role. Formally:
1. Create the collaborative environment: Create a new folder in Google Docs
and share it with the Product Owners. They receive automatically an email
announcing the new shared resource.
2. Upload the first versions of the working documents: Create the Product and
Sprint Backlog using a Google spreadsheet document, and the Scoreboard
with another spreadsheet. Each worksheet into spreadsheets will
correspond with versions generated on each Sprint.
It is noticeable to highlight here emails received from some of the Product
Owners. They begin to send some ideas and opinions based on functional
requirements, and some technical questions to know more about methodology to
follow. There are some emails, in fact, to give first roles, queries and even
keywords without any discussion or agreement between participants.
5.4.3. Sprint Documents
Product Backlog, Sprint Backlog and empty Scoreboard, are the first shared
documents created by the Scrum Master to be filled during Sprint iterations.
There are some emails from the Product Owners to the Scrum MasterDeveloper Team, and vice versa, discussing about functional requirements. But
there are not interactions between the Product Owners.
5.4.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
The Product Owners access promptly to these documents to clarify some
doubts about practical objectives and to have first contact with informational
structures to monitor Sprint iterations.
But all shared documents are in an early stage, such as Product Backlog and
Sprint Backlog, or empty, such as Scoreboard, which is still only the pattern to
complete during next Sprint iterations.
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5.4.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
The Product Owners accept that collaborative environment as an
appropriate method to share documents, and they check that initial versions are
good enough as starting point to continue. Consequently, the Sprint Backlog tasks
are completed and closed.
But Sprint Retrospective analysis offers some points to revise:


There are very serious problems of coordination between the Product
Owners, because they are not in a face-to-face place to discuss and find a
common framework to send their ideas to the Scrum Master-Developer.



Emails are not good enough to coordinate the Product Owners when it is
required some information from them. The Scrum Master has to synthesise
the received information and resend it to the Product Owners in a looped
process that increases confusion and lose of interest to follow a long chain
of information updates.



The heterogeneity of individual opinions from each Product Owner when
they communicate with the Scrum Master-Developer makes too difficult to
drive the analysis to some convergence of ideas.
The Scrum Master has to minimise these problems for next Sprints. It is

necessary to improve internal coordination between Product Owners, as well as to
optimise the method to gather information from them and promote active
discussions in any moment. In addition, it is necessary to reduce excess of emails
to ease the effort required to keep up to date during processes.
To solve these problems, the Developer Team will implement for the next
stages a system of formularies to collect information from the Product Owners.
The main features of these formularies are:


If offers a formalised manner to gather information from the Product
Owners. This channels the way to get the appropriate information and
prevents the diversification of the scope of the problem.



They are shared with the Product Owners and they can observe and
comment the answers from the other participants. It means that everyone
can access anytime and discuss in the shared document the ideas of the rest
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of the Product Owners, and change to refine their own answers as many
times as they want. This mechanism eases the interaction and discuss
between the Product Owners and it produces more consistent and agreed
information.


They are not closed formularies, and the Product Owners may add more
fields, if they consider necessary, while they are revised by the rest of the
group members. It helps to improve the value and accurateness of gathered
information. But it has a rule: It is possible to add more fields, but not to
change the previous ones. If any field is not accurate, the next point
describes a tool to discard it.



Each information field has a vote system. The Product Owners give their
vote to the units of information with which they agree only. It helps to the
selective recovery of valuable information in common agreement, and leads
the analysis to a convergence of ideas. The information with a low support
will be discarded for the next processes, but it is important to keep it in
these formularies to assure that it will not be discussed again and avoid
loops of ideas.
Once more, Google Docs offers the appropriate framework to develop these

formularies. The collaborative environment added to the spreadsheet tools and
formulas make it possible. They will be implemented in the next Sprint.
5.4.6. Generated Tasks
In this Sprint, there are not any generated tasks to add to the Product
Backlog.

5.5.

Sprint 1 (Defining the user profiles, first attempt)
Once environment is ready to work, it is time to continue with Product

Backlog plan. Next stage is to analyse user profiles for PLINIO. On this first attempt,
the Scrum Master-Developer, who is one of the Product Owners too, makes a preanalysis of some user profiles.
The target of this Sprint is to set the required formulary to extract user
profiles analysis from the Product Owners and preload it with some information to
use as start point for analysis.
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The estimated time for this Sprint is five days.
5.5.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
This is the state of the Product and Sprint Backlogs for this Sprint:
Priority Product Backlog tasks


1

Sprint Backlog tasks
Define the user profiles

2 Define the queries for each profile
3 Define the content for each query
4 Align keywords with EuroVoc terms
5 Indentify the major topics
6 Analysis of query results
Table 5-3: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 1)
5.5.2. Sprint Process
The Developer makes a spreadsheet to share with the Product Owners. This
document consists in many rows to contain the profiles. For each profile, the
Product Owners can vote and append their comments to add more information
related to the profile. Also, the document permits to add more rows if the Product
Owners want to write new profiles.
The voting mechanism is: when a Product Owner writes on their assigned
cell on the row of the profile, is it a positive vote. They can write any free text for
the voting, and it can be seen and discussed by the rest of the group.
In an user does not want to vote a profile, but wants to write a comment, it
is also possible by appending the comment to the assigned cell or any other cell on
the sheet (for example, to answer to another comments).
Once the spreadsheet is made, the Developer completes the first rows with
a set of main profile identified by a quick analysis.
When the spreadsheet is ready to be served to the Product Owners, the
Scrum Master sends an email to inform them that they can access and use the
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formulary to discuss about the profile analysis, and it is expected to do during the
Sprint Review.
5.5.3. Sprint Documents
The new document in this Sprint is the spreadsheet to gather information
about user profiles. The Sprint Process was exclusively dedicated to build it. It was
a short process, but the Sprint Review will exploit this item as the main tool to
coordinate the analysis process made by everybody. It is stored in the
collaborative environment to be accessed concurrently and in real time.
This is the final document status after the Sprint process38:
Profile Name Description

#
Votes

Owner
1

General
Manager

Board, Board of Directors, etc… It is the top
leadership of the company and is in charge of
making strategic and business decisions that affect
the present and future of the company.

1

OK

Human
Resources

Department of HR, responsible for procurement,
labour relations and employee training.

1

OK

Financial

Department of Accounting and Finance. Balance
sheets, cash, purchases, payments, subsidies and
grants, etc.

1

OK

Commercial

Commercial Department. Customer Relationships,
product promotions, contracts and sales.

1

OK

Innovation

Department of Research, Development and
Innovation. Search for new markets and business
opportunities. Product enhancement. Technology
surveillance.

1

OK

Quality

Quality Department. Product quality control,
standards, regulations and certifications.

1

OK

Consultant

IT Project Plan and Design. Consulting activities
and elaboration of Project plans.

1

OK

Project
Manager

Project Coordinator. Head of Project Plan
Execution and resource coordinator.

1

OK

Developer

Application Developer. Coding and tests.

1

OK

38

The names of the Product Owners are omitted because this is not the subject of this dissertation.
However, the Owner 1 is the own author, who also plays the Scrum Master and Developer Team roles.
The rest of the Product Owners are shown without any particular order, but the assigned number stays
the same for the remaining items in this document.
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#
Votes

Owner
1

1

OK

Software (development and production systems
administration, OSs, grants and permissions, etc.),
Hardware (equipment) and Infrastructure
(communications, networking, data centre, etc.)
Table 5-4: Profiles Spreadsheet (Sprint 1)

The first column on the right section is the Scrum Master-Developer, but as
another Product Owner here.
5.5.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
The previous spreadsheet is part of the finished work on this Sprint. As
well, the Scoreboard is updated according to the discovered profiles:
Profile Name

Query Name Query Sentence Results

Commercial
Consultant
Developer
Financial
General Manager
Human Resources
Innovation
Operative
Project Manager
Quality
Topics

Table 5-5: Scoreboard (Sprint 1)
Both documents, Profiles Spreadsheet and Scoreboard, are subjects to
analysis by the Product Owners through the Sprint Review.
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5.5.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
The Product Owners do not coincide with the proposed profile
classification. They approve most of them, but they want to extend the analysis
with more profiles and alternatives to the given profiles and open the discussion
about most suitable profiles. The Profiles Spreadsheet is the round table where
each Product Owner launches ideas, comments, changes and additions to the
profile list.
The Sprint Review takes several days, because each Product Owner
accesses in deferred to this spreadsheet to see the changes and make contributions
to the analysis. Finally, the Profiles Spreadsheet collects this information:
Profile Name

Description

Board, Board of Directors,
etc… It is the top leadership
of the company and is in
General Manager charge of making strategic
and business decisions that
affect the present and future
of the company.
Department of HR,
Human
responsible for procurement,
Resources
labour relations and
employee training.

Financial

Commercial

Innovation

Quality

Department of Accounting
and Finance. Balance sheets,
cash, purchases, payments,
subsidies and grants, etc.
Commercial Department.
Customer Relationships,
product promotions,
contracts and sales.
Department of Research,
Development and Innovation.
Search for new markets and
business opportunities.
Product enhancement.
Technology surveillance.
Quality Department. Product
quality control, standards,
regulations and certifications.

IT Project Plan and Design.
Consulting activities and
elaboration of Project plans.
Project Coordinator. Head of
Project Manager Project Plan Execution and
resource coordinator.
Consultant

# Owner
Owner 2
Votes 1

Owner 3

Owner 4

6

OK

OK

OK

OK, but CEO
(operative) is
not Presidency
(strategy)

6

OK

OK

OK

OK

Owner
5

Owner 6

OK

Senior management,
including the Board of
Directors. Company
Strategy and its
explanation to the
shareholders.

OK

HR Department.
Employee management,
recruiting and payroll.
Purchasing Department.
For equipment and
employees and
management needs
(travel, transfers, etc ...)
and Projects Search.

6

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK, but
maybe joined
or related to
Innovation

OK

OK. It is
usually
integrated into
operations,
though it
should not.

OK

3

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

Developer

Application Developer.
Coding and tests.

5

OK

OK, but
joined to
Operative

OK

OK

OK

Operative

Software (development and
production systems
administration, OSs, grants
and permissions, etc.),
Hardware (equipment) and
Infrastructure
(communications,
networking, data centre, etc.)

5

OK

OK, but
joined to
Developer

OK

OK

OK
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Profile Name

Description

Internal and External. PreCustomer Service sales. Technical Support and
product training.
Marketing and
Communications.
Operations
Administration and
Documentation.

Chief Technology Officer

CTO

Development Group Leader.
Analyst and Project Manager.
Responsible of professionals
in charge of deploying IT
IT Director
services to the rest of the
organization
Chief Information Security
CISO
Officer
Marketing and Corporate image, ads,
Communications campaigns, etc.
Department of Formation.
Formation
For training of employees
and managers.
Team Leader

# Owner
Owner 2
Votes 1

Owner 3

Owner 4

Owner
5

OK

OK

OK

OK, maybe
outsourced

4

2

I cannot define it
clearly. It is part
of other profiles

3

OK, but similar
to Project
Manager
(horizontal
enterprise can
be organised by
product or
projects)

OK

OK

3

OK

OK

OK

2

OK

OK
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Owner 6

OK

1

OK

1

OK

1

OK
Internal systems,
Financial and Insurance,
Election Processes,
General Government,
Transport and Traffic,
Energy, Security and
Defence, Industry,
Health, Media and
Telecom.

Markets

Key market sectors where
the company has its business

4

Outsourcing

Where lend both human and
technology resources

1

OK

OK

OK

OK

Table 5-6: Profiles Spreadsheet after Sprint Review (Sprint 1)
This review indicates that it is necessary to raise again a new iteration to
refine the profiles. The contributions are divided into three cases:
1. To agree profiles.
2. To agree but adding more information to revise and change the profile.
3. To add new profiles because they do not match with the previous ones or
they bring another point of view to them.
The last two cases justify the need of a new profile review. The Scrum
Master and the Product Owners agree to repeat this Sprint.
About the Sprint Retrospective, it is worth noting there are some Product
Owners who could not collaborate at time. It is expected some delayed
contributions and it will be necessary to be prepared to the effects of a change on
the Product Backlog.
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5.5.6. Generated Tasks
It is necessary to repeat the analysis of user profiles. Then, a new task called
“Define the user profiles (II)” is added to the Product Backlog.

5.6.

Sprint 2 (Defining the user profiles, second attempt)
This Sprint repeats the user profiles analysis. This time, the Profiles

Spreadsheet has enough information from the Product Owners to analyse profiles
properly.
The estimated time for this Sprint is two days.
5.6.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
The state of the Product Backlog and Sprint Backlog is very similar to
previous Sprint:
Priority Product Backlog tasks


1

Sprint Backlog tasks
Define the user profiles (II)

2 Define the queries for each profile
3 Define the content for each query
4 Align keywords with EuroVoc terms
5 Indentify the major topics
6 Analysis of query results
Table 5-7: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 2)
5.6.2. Sprint Process
During this Sprint, the Developer makes use of the Profile Spreadsheet
information to try to analyse and synthesise a second approach to the user
profiling.
The content of the Profile Spreadsheet is evaluated in this manner:


The most voted profiles pass to next stages.
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Some new profiles are repeated or similar concepts of other profiles. They
will be combined, if it is possible, using the most voted one to include the
rest of them.



Other profiles were not voted so much. They will be considered to be added
as queries in another profile, but not as profiles by themselves.
Using these guidelines, the Developer will process the information and he

will suggest a set of profiles to the Product Owners.
These profiles will be shown directly on the Scoreboard document, without
any other formulary to recover more information from the Product Owners. This
decision is taken by the Scrum Master-Developer to not to expand the profile
analysis to more Sprints and trying to reach an agreement to advance to next tasks
from the Product Backlog.
5.6.3. Sprint Documents
This Sprint does not generate any spreadsheet to discuss about profiles.
However, the Developer writes a summary table of profiles to be shown to the
Product Owners for their approval.
This is the table:
Profile Name

Description

General
Manager

Senior Management and Board of Directors. Business strategy

Human
Resources

Employee management, employee relations, recruitment and
payroll

Training

Staff training

Financial

Accounting and Finance, payments and purchases, economic
viability of projects, grants and subsidies

Sales &
Marketing

Product marketing, corporate image, customer acquisition

Innovation

Research, Development and Innovation. Technological
surveillance and business opportunities

Markets

Study of business markets where Information Technologies are
present

Quality

Quality control, regulations, standards and certifications
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Profile Name

Description

IT Manager

In charge of IT Management. CTO, Project and Development
Manager, analysts and consultants

Developer

Application Development and Software Factory

Support

Technical support (hardware and software), customer support
(internal and external) and operating systems
Table 5-8: User profiles (Sprint 2)

This document is published, as other documents, in Google Docs to be
accessed by everybody. At difference with the spreadsheet on the previous Sprint,
this is a document closed to any modification by the Product Owners.
5.6.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
The finished work on this Sprint showed to the Product Owners is the user
profiles document shown above and the Scoreboard, updated to this version:
Profile Name

Query Name Query Sentence Results

Developer
Financial
General Manager
Human Resources
Innovation
IT Manager
Markets
Quality
Sales & Marketing
Support
Training
Topics

Table 5-9: Scoreboard (Sprint 2)
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Both documents show the same information, but the Scoreboard does not
include descriptions. The Product Owners will check the first document, but in any
case the Scoreboard has to summarise the evolution of the work.
5.6.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
Before introducing the finished work, the Scrum Master-Developer clarifies
to the Product Owners the process which leads to those results:


The process of analysis and synthesis tried to extract the concepts from the
given profiles proposals, to cluster them into the most general sets of
different informational needs.



This clustering process does not need to coincide with real departments
within the company.



Much information from the spreadsheet will be useful to define queries. If it
does not appear now as a profile, it will appear later as a query inside a
profile.



The Product Owners has to approve here if this clustering process was
adequate or not to informational needs. Details about which queries will
include each profile will be discussed on next steps.

Having in consideration these justifications, the Product Owners decide to
approve the list of given profiles and to go to the next stages of analysis.
The Sprint Retrospective in this iteration analyses the convenience of
sequencing a Sprint Review where the Product Owners give their feedback to the
Developers to enforce a re-analysis with the next Sprint Review where they
approve or not the results of that repetition. It is possible to apply again with the
queries analysis stage, and the Product Owners are already trained for it.
Therefore, this mechanism will be tried again on next Sprints.
5.6.6. Generated Tasks
The Product Owners agreed to continue with the next analysis stages. In
consequence, there are not new tasks to be added to the Product Backlog in this
Sprint.
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Sprint 3 (Defining the queries, first attempt)
Following with the plan, once the profiles are defined, next step is to

analyse and define the queries associated to each profile.
Also, the Scrum Master-Developer will repeat the analysis mechanism
already done with profiles. This attempt will consist in developing a formulary to
extract as much information as possible from the Product Owners. Shared
formularies have demonstrated to be an efficient manner to gather information in
this environment, when the participants cannot celebrate face-to-face meetings
with Developers.
The estimated time for this Sprint is five days.
5.7.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
Formally, once profiles are identified, it is opportune to replace the generic
task “Define the queries for each profile” using specific tasks such as “Define the
queries for Developer profile”, “Define the queries for Financial profile” and
following. Doing that, it is possible to slice the analysis to distribute the workload
and Sprints. But in this case, the total workload for all profiles is manageable into
the same Sprint and it is not necessary to split the general task.
Thus, this is the Backlogs state for the third Sprint:
Priority Product Backlog tasks
1



Sprint Backlog tasks
Define the queries for each profile

2 Define the content for each query
3 Align keywords with EuroVoc terms
4 Indentify the major topics
5 Analysis of query results
Table 5-10: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 3)
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5.7.2. Sprint Process
Following a process similar to the Sprint 1, the Developer prepares a
spreadsheet as an input formulary to be shared with the Product Owners. This
time, the aim is to gather information for building the queries associated to each
profile.
This spreadsheet has again a voting mechanism as its counterpart from user
profiles, with same rules and possibilities. There is not necessary to explain them
again to the Product Owners.
Unlike when it was made the Profiles Spreadsheet, there is more
information now to make a pre-analysis for queries. Some discarded profiles are
here considered when analyzing the queries and, also, there are some hints when
reading the profile descriptions. Also, there are some sources obtained from emails
during previous Sprints, when the Product Owners provided ideas and questions
to Developer.
5.7.3. Sprint Documents
Without further ado, this is the developed spreadsheet:
Profile Name

General
Manager

Human
Resources

Training

Financial

Sales &
Marketing
Innovation

Query Name

Query Comments

Strategies
Globalisation
Shareholders
Business Opportunities
Market Studies
Personnel Management
ERA
Interviews
Recruiting Grants
Training Grants
Business Training
IT Training
Quality Training
Accounting & Finance
Economy
Shareholders
Government Grants
Recruiting Grants
Training Grants
Innovation Grants
Market Studies
Marketing
Customer Acquisition
Corporate Image
R&D&I
Innovation Grants

Strategic plans
Global positioning

Employment Rights Act
Interview techniques
Grants, funds and fellowships for recruiting
Grants and funds for staff training
Specific for IT
Training in Quality Management and Excellence
Global economy, markets, news…
Government grants and funds
Grants, funds and fellowships for recruiting
Grants and funds for staff training
Grants and funds for innovation
Marketing techniques, product marketing….

Grants and funds for innovation

#
Votes

Owner
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
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Profile Name

Query Name
Technological
Surveillance
Business Opportunities
Market Studies
Market Studies
Corporate Systems
Financial & Insurance
Electoral Processes
Public Administration

Markets

Quality

IT Manager

Developer

Support

Transport & Traffic
Energy
Security & Defence
Industry
Health
Media & Telecom
Quality Management
Quality Training
Quality Standards
Quality Certifications
IT Management
Team Management
Project Management
Quality Training
Quality Standards
Development tools
Programming
IT Systems
Customer Support
HW & SW
Infrastructure

Query Comments

Internal systems, Intranets…
Banks and Assurances
Computational systems for electoral processes
Government projects. State, regional, local, national,
international…
Projects for air traffic, rail…
Traditional, renewable and alternative energies
Military projects, strategic sector
Major industrial processes
Public and private healthcare services
Nearest to Information Technologies
Quality Management and Excellence
Training in Quality Management and Excellence

Training in Quality Management and Excellence

Languages and techniques
Operation and exploitation of IT Systems
Techniques and tools
Hardware and software
Technological infrastructures

#
Votes

Owner
1

1

OK

1
1
1
1
1
1

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

1

OK

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

Table 5-11: Queries Spreadsheet (Sprint 3)
Some queries are repeated but there are some crossed topics of interest
between profiles. PLINIO Scoreboard is able to manage them by assigning the same
query to many profiles.
5.7.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
Same as profile analysis, the Queries Spreadsheet is part of the finished
work on this Sprint, and combined with the updated Scoreboard to be shown to
the Product Owners.
This is the updated version of the Scoreboard for this Sprint:
Profile Name

Query Name

Developer
Developer
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial

Development Tools
Programming
Accounting & Finance
Economy
Government Grants
Recruiting Grants
Innovation Grants
Market Studies

Query Sentence

Results
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Profile Name

Query Name

Query Sentence

Financial
Financial
General Manager
General Manager
General Manager
General Manager
General Manager
Human Resources
Human Resources
Human Resources
Human Resources
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
IT Manager
IT Manager
IT Manager
IT Manager
IT Manager
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality
Sales & Marketing
Sales & Marketing
Sales & Marketing
Support
Support
Support
Support
Training
Training
Training
Training

Shareholders
Training Grants
Business Opportunities
Globalisation
Market Studies
Shareholders
Strategies
ERA
Recruiting Grants
Interviews
Personnel Management
Business Opportunities
Innovation Grants
Market Studies
R&D&I
Technological Surveillance
IT Management
Project Management
Quality Standards
Quality Training
Team Management
Corporate Systems
Electoral Processes
Energy
Financial & Insurance
Health
Industry
Market Studies
Media & Telecom
Public Administration
Security & Defence
Transport & Traffic
Quality Certifications
Quality Management
Quality Standards
Quality Training
Corporate Image
Customer Acquisition
Marketing
Customer Support
HW & SW
Infrastructure
IT Systems
Business Training
IT Training
Quality Training
Training Grants
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Results

Topics

Table 5-12: Scoreboard (Sprint 3)
5.7.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
As expected, the Product Owners are not completely satisfied with the
queries pre-analysis, but this time they do not perform a big amount of changes.
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They monitor many of their previous suggestions are now added as queries but
they discuss on the spreadsheet as well as they did with profile analysis.
After some days of deliberations and changes, this is the final aspect of the
spreadsheet:
Profile
Name

Query Name

Strategies
General
Manager

Query Comments

Strategic plans

Globalisation
Global positioning
Shareholders
Business
Opportunities
Market Studies
Personnel
Management
Employment Rights
Act
Interview techniques
Grants, funds and
Recruiting
fellowships for
Grants
recruiting
Grants and funds for
Training Grants
staff training
Business
Training
IT Training
Specific for IT
Training in Quality
Quality Training Management and
Excellence
Accounting &
Finance
Global economy,
Economy
markets, news…
Shareholders
Government
Government grants
Grants
and funds
Grants, funds and
Recruiting
fellowships for
Grants
recruiting
Grants and funds for
Training Grants
staff training
Innovation
Grants and funds for
Grants
innovation
Market Studies
Marketing techniques,
Marketing
product marketing….
Customer
Acquisition
Corporate Image

Human
ERA
Resources
Interviews

Training

Financial

Sales &
Marketing

Social Media

Corporate image on
Social Networks

R&D&I
Innovation
Grants
Technological
Innovation Surveillance
Business
Opportunities
Market Studies
Patents

Grants and funds for
innovation

#
Owner 1
Votes

Owner 2

Owner 3
OK, but also something
related to political decisions
that affects to enterprises
(for example, acts for grants
and funds)
OK
OK

Owner 5

Owner 6

OK

OK

OK
OK

OK
OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

4
5

OK
OK

OK

4

OK

5

OK

4

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK
OK. Corporate
vision and
values

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

3

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

3

OK
OK, but as
keyword in
“Corp.
Image”
OK

3

OK

2

OK

OK

2

OK

OK

2

OK
OK, but as
keyword in
“Tech Surv.”

OK
OK, or too specific query and
better to include into “Tech
Surv.”

3

2

OK
OK

OK
OK

OK

OK
I think it is
better on
“Financial”
only

OK
OK

OK
OK
OK,
OK, also
Recruit in
Recruiting
Social
and Strategies
Nets

OK
OK
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Profile
Name

Query Name

Query Comments

Owner 5

Owner 6

OK

OK,
Positioning

OK

OK

OK, but as
keyword in
“Tech Surv.”

Market Studies

5

OK

Internal systems,
Intranets…

3

OK

Banks and Assurances

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK, also Tools
for Quality

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

2

OK

OK, but maybe another
query for “Congresses,
articles and publications
about IT Mag.”, ¿or included
into “Innovation”?

3

OK

OK

OK

3

OK

OK

OK

3

OK

OK

OK

3

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

5

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

OK

OK

OK

OK

Computational
systems for electoral
processes
Government projects.
Public
State, regional, local,
Administration national,
international…
Transport &
Projects for air traffic,
Traffic
rail…
Traditional,
Energy
renewable and
alternative energies
Security &
Military projects,
Defence
strategic sector
Major industrial
Industry
processes
Public and private
Health
healthcare services
Nearest to
Media &
Information
Telecom
Technologies
Quality
Quality Management
Management
and Excellence
Training in Quality
Quality Training Management and
Excellence
Quality
Standards
Quality
Certifications

IT Management

IT Manager

Owner 3

2

Electoral
Processes

Quality

Owner 2

Competitive
Intelligence

Corporate
Systems
Financial &
Insurance

Markets

#
Owner 1
Votes
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Team
Management
Project
Management

Training in Quality
Quality Training Management and
Excellence
Quality
Standards
Development
tools
Developer
Languages and
Programming
techniques
Operation and
IT Systems
exploitation of IT
Systems
Customer
Techniques and tools
Support
Support
Hardware and
HW & SW
software
Technological
Infrastructure
infrastructures

OK, similar to “Tech Surv.”,
even synonyms in some
areas
OK

OK

Table 5-13: Queries Spreadsheet after Sprint Review (Sprint 3)
Some suggestions are focused about more particular queries. It is necessary
to consider then as query candidates or just an existing query extension, adding
some extra keywords to them.
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Same as with profiles, Scrum Master and Product Owners agree to iterate

again on this analysis.
Sprint Retrospective reflects about the use of formulary and extra iteration
mechanism, and the conclusion is it is producing good results and a productive
communication between participants.
5.7.6. Generated Tasks
A new task is added on the top of the Product Backlog: “Define the queries
for each profile (II)”.

5.8.

Sprint 4 (Defining the queries, second attempt)
Copying the same process as was done with the profiles, now there is

enough information to make a re-analysis of queries.
It is another quick Sprint, with an estimated duration of two days.
5.8.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
Both backlogs show the state for a repetition of the query analysis:
Priority Product Backlog tasks


1

Sprint Backlog tasks
Define the queries for each profile
(II)

2 Define the content for each query
3

Align keywords with EuroVoc
terms

4 Indentify the major topics
5 Analysis of query results
Table 5-14: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 4)
5.8.2. Sprint Process
On this Sprint, the Developer analyses the Query Spreadsheet to organise
again the queries with the Product Owners comments and observations. In parallel
with profile analysis, there are some conditions to follow:
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The most voted queries are preserved for next stages.



Some added queries are a specialisation of concepts included in another
queries. Query overload and excess of informational segmentation may
have undesired consequences for the practical use of this service. One of the
benefits of this tool is to offer to the user, on each query, news with most
accurate semantic value. If queries are disaggregated into many versions for
similar topics, semantic value is lost, because users are forced to find the
right query on a bunch of them. The most appropriate manner, then, is to
have a reduced amount of queries, well differenced by topic, and on each
topic include as many related keywords as necessary.



Some queries have not got many votes. It is caused by they are not listed on
their main profile, if they are repeated, or because they are very specific
topics to be considered as an independent query. In the first case, the
Developer will show them to the Product Owners as “foreign query” inside
these profiles, to improve the comprehension of them. In the second case,
the Developer will add them inside another query as keyword union to
extend the scope of the query with the given information.
Same as with profiles, the Scrum Master-Developer shows results using the

Scoreboard to search the approval of the Product Owners as a completed analysis.
5.8.3. Sprint Documents
To not to confuse the Product Owners with a big amount of information, the
Developer shows to them only a list of changes, in order to be combined with the
Query Spreadsheet and Scoreboard.
That list of changes is a concise view to help the Product Owners to
understand the decisions taken during the analysis in the Sprint Process:
Action taken

Explanation

Remove duplicated queries

They are now an annotation on each profile to
specify they are external.

Comments to keywords

Some comments into queries are specific
topics for them. Will be added as keywords in
next stages.
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Action taken

Explanation

Add “Training Management”
query into “Training” profile

To support some proposed keywords like
“knowledge tools” and “knowledge
management”.

Include “Social Media” into
“Corporate Image”

“Social Media” is another search keyword for
“Corporate Image”.

Include “Patents” and
“Competitive Intelligence” into
“Technological Surveillance”

They are very specific topics and better to
include as search keywords into the general
topic of “Technological Surveillance”.

Include “Business Training” into
“General Manager” profile

It is an external query to allow managers to
stay updated about congresses, seminaries,
etc.

Include “IT Training” into “IT
Manager” profile

It is an external query to allow IT managers to
stay updated about congresses, seminaries,
etc.

Table 5-15: Query analysis summary (Sprint 4)
It is shared to the Product Owners to their revision and approbation.
5.8.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
The documents to mention as finished work for this Sprint are:
1. Query Spreadsheet.
2. Query analysis summary.
3. Scoreboard.
These documents are shown to the Product Owners to know their verdict.
The Scoreboard status on this Sprint, after the changes indicated on the Query
analysis summary, is:
Profile Name

Query Name

Also used in

Developer

Development Tools

Developer

Programming

Financial

Accounting & Finance

Financial

Economy

Financial

Government Grants

Financial

Recruiting Grants

Human Resources

Financial

Innovation Grants

Innovation

Financial

Shareholders

General Manager

Financial

Training Grants

Training

General Manager

Globalisation

Query Sentence

Results
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Profile Name

Query Name

Also used in

General Manager

Strategies

Human Resources

ERA

Human Resources

Interviews

Human Resources

Personnel Management

Innovation

Business Opportunities

Innovation

R&D&I

Innovation

Technological Surveillance

IT Manager

IT Management

IT Manager

Project Management

IT Manager

Team Management

Markets

Corporate Systems

Markets

Electoral Processes

Markets

Energy

Markets

Financial & Insurance

Markets

Health

Markets

Industry

Markets

Market Studies

Markets

Media & Telecom

Markets

Public Administration

Markets

Security & Defence

Markets

Transport & Traffic

Quality

Quality Certifications

Quality

Quality Management

Quality

Quality Standards

Sales & Marketing

Corporate Image

Sales & Marketing

Customer Acquisition

Sales & Marketing

Marketing

Support

Customer Support

Support

HW & SW

Support

Infrastructure

Support

IT Systems

Training

Business Training

General Manager

Training

IT Training

IT Manager

Training

Quality Training

Quality, IT Manager

Training

Training Management

Query Sentence
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Results

General Manager

General Manager, Financial, Innovation

IT Manager

Topics

Table 5-16: Scoreboard (Sprint 4)
The new Scoreboard deletes duplicated queries, but at change has a new
column to indicate if a query is used in more than one profile.
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5.8.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
The Product Owners approve the list of changes and they accept to move to
the next stage of analysis. Some ideas are kept for the keyword analysis and, if they
are taken into consideration, there are not obstacles to continue the process.
What is remarkable in this Sprint Retrospective is about a slight tiredness of
the Product Owners to follow the processes. Sprint Reviews are longer that Sprint
Processes because of the already known deficiencies caused by not to have face-toface meetings. The Scrum Master-Developer will try to adapt the formularies in
next stages to reduce the time for revision and completion. If it possible, the preanalysis process will be increased to offer to the Product Owners not only empty
fields to require their vote and comments, but it will suggest an analysed solution
to minimise their work. Also, the Developer will try to fill some Product Owner
fields if they already gave the information in previous mails or comments.
5.8.6. Generated Tasks
This Sprint was completed with and the finished work was approved. There
are not new tasks to add to the process.

5.9.

Sprint 5 (Defining the content for queries, first attempt)
On this stage of analysis the queries are already identified and it will be

examined one by one to define their content.
The content of a query is a set of keywords and relational operators that
will be sent to the semantic search engine to obtain results according to the
meaning of the launched query.
These keywords are passed to the search engine as EuroVoc identifiers, but
during the interviews with the Product Owners they were not used to work with
that dictionary. To make this work easier to them, the Scrum Master divided this
analysis into two stages:
1. Determine the keywords using natural language to make it accessible to the
Product Owners, and
2. Analyse the recovered information to find the equivalent keywords into
EuroVoc thesaurus.
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This Sprint involves the first stage, on a first attempt. Same as previous
analysis, the Developer will make a formulary to be filled by the Product Owners
with their own words to recover keywords. Once information is gatherer, the
Developer will do the work of translation to EuroVoc terms on a dedicated Sprint.
Also, to simplify more the work to the Product Owners, the Developer will
try in this Sprint to make a deeper keyword pre-analysis to offer as suggestion to
them.
The estimated time for this Sprint is eight days. It is longer than previous
pre-analysis Sprints because it takes an extra time by the Developer to complete
the fields with more information, besides that the Product Owners response is now
slower that at the beginning.
5.9.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
As well as in the profiles analysis is it possible to divide the next task called
“Define the context of each query” into subtasks with the name of each query. But
here again it will be processed all of them at same time and, then, it is not
necessary to make that dissection.
This is the state of the backlogs for this Sprint:
Priority Product Backlog tasks


1

Sprint Backlog tasks
Define the content for each query

2 Align keywords with EuroVoc terms
3 Indentify the major topics
4 Analysis of query results
Table 5-17: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 5)
5.9.2. Sprint Process
For this event, the Developer does not design a formulary with voting
system. It is a spreadsheet where some keywords are already written and the
Product Owners will have the chance to contribute with more keywords or make
their comments to the existing ones.
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The aim of this change is to solve the problem of loss of participation after

many requests formulated to the Product Owners. This time they do not need to
start from zero because they have already keywords to check and compare with
their expectative. If they want to add or correct keywords, they just simply write
the changes, not all the keywords again.
To complete the formulary with some information, the Developer makes
use of previous information located on spreadsheets, emails and comments. In
particular, information can be found:


In profiles and queries names and descriptions. Main keywords can be
found in the descriptions used to explain profiles and queries, and the name
of each query is a keyword by itself.



The comments of the Product Owners in previous spreadsheets. In special,
in the Query Spreadsheet they wrote some keywords as addition to the
queries.



From another sources. For example, some emails sent to the Scrum Master
by the Product Owners since the beginning of the chain of analysis had
valuable information to extract some keywords.
As result of this, the Developer makes a formulary to gather information

with some of it already included. It is shown in the section below.
By now, the default relational operator to join all the keywords will be “OR”.
This operator works in the semantic search engine adding more value to the
information that includes the largest number of terms.
5.9.3. Sprint Documents
The spreadsheet designed by the Developer to recover keywords after the
Sprint process is:
Profile
Name

General
Manager

Query Name

Strategies

Globalisation
Human
Resources

Personnel
Management

Owner 1

Owner 3

strategic plans, business
strategies, strategic decisions,
business decisions, business goals,
business objectives
global market, positioning,
rankings

government
decisions,
government
policies

tools, labour relations, personnel
organization

Owner 5

Owner 6

social
network
recruiters

recruitment, strategies
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Profile
Name

Query Name
ERA
Interviews
Training
Management
Business
Training

Training

IT Training
Quality Training
Accounting &
Finance
Economy
Shareholders

Financial

Sales &
Marketing

Government
Grants
Recruiting
Grants
Training Grants
Innovation
Grants
Marketing
Customer
Acquisition
Corporate Image
R&D&I

Innovation

Technological
Surveillance
Business
Opportunities
Market Studies

grants, public tender, government
grants, scholarships, employment
grants, training
grants, innovation
techniques
loyalty

research, development,
innovation, technology
patents, competitive intelligence
blue ocean, innovation,
entrepreneurship, new
technologies
surveys, market analysis

elections, government

Transport &
Traffic

aviation, transport technologies,
signalling, ticketing

Quality
Management
Quality
Standards
Quality
Certifications

social
networks

advertising, social networks, viral

institutional relations,
government grants, public tender

Media &
Telecom

Quality

markets, global, stock market,
macroeconomics
investors, portfolios, investment
portfolios

Public
Administration

Health

corporate vision, corporate
values

balances, results analysis

investment, banking, insurance,
institutional relations

Industry

Owner 6

knowledge management, tools

Financial &
Insurance

Security &
Defence

Owner 5

conferences, articles, publications,
seminars, senior management
conferences, articles, publications,
seminars, information technology
conferences, articles, publications,
seminars, quality, excellence,
standards, certifications

intranets, interdepartmental
structure

Energy

Owner 3

employment, labour relations,
legislation, grants, contracts,
government
techniques, employed profile,
recruitment profile

Corporate
Systems

Electoral
Processes

Markets

Owner 1
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renewable energy, alternative
energy, subsidies, traditional
energy
radars, weapon development, new
technologies, encryption, security,
certification
industrial process, metrics
new medical technologies, health
management, public health,
private health
Technology, quality management
in software processes, metrics,
programming languages,
methodology
excellence, tools
ISO, IEC, IEEE
AENOR, ISO, IEC, IEEE

patents,
competitive
intelligence

positioning
software, hardware
environment, programming
languages, interorganizational structure
investment, banking,
insurance, institutional
relations
elections
institutional relations,
government grants, public
tender
aviation, transport
technologies, signalling,
ticketing
renewable energy, alternative
energy
radars, weapon development,
new technologies, encryption,
security, certification
industrial process, metrics
new medical technologies,
health management
Technology, quality
management in software
processes, metrics,
programming languages,
methodology
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Name

IT Manager
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Query Name
IT Management
Team
Management
Project
Management
Development
tools
Programming
IT Systems

Support

Customer
Support
HW & SW
Infrastructure

Owner 1

Owner 3

Owner 5

Owner 6

tools, methodologies
tools, methodologies
tools, methodologies
development environments,
software
programming languages, software
operating systems, systems
management
tools, techniques, customer
service, suggestions, complaints,
claims
advances, solutions, standards,
manufacturers
structured cabling, data centre,
standards, regulations, security

Table 5-18: Keywords Spreadsheet (Sprint 5)
This document is the result of keywords analysis from the Sprint process.
There are some filled fields into some Product Owners columns different from the
first one. They did not write them, but there were previous information from them
and the Developer did the job. In any case, the Product Owners will revise that
fields and they will modify if they want.
5.9.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
The Keywords Spreadsheet is the main finished work for this Sprint. Also,
the Scoreboard is updated with the same information to keep the consistency of
documentation.
It is not necessary to reproduce here the Scoreboard status, because it is
very similar to the Keywords Spreadsheet, except for the added column “Also used
in” (See the previous version in Section 5.8.4). The real Keywords Spreadsheet
passed to the Product Owners has this column too, being a mix of both documents.
In any case, to reproduce the Scoreboard here is not necessary having
already the Keywords Spreadsheet.
5.9.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
The Product Owners, same as previously, take several days to revise and
complete the information given by the Keywords Spreadsheet.
Finally, this is the revised version:
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Profile
Name

Query Name

Strategies
General
Manager
Globalisation
Personnel
Management
Human
ERA
Resources
Interviews

Training
Management

Business
Training
Training
IT Training

Quality
Training

Financial

Owner 1
strategic plans,
business strategies,
strategic decisions,
business decisions,
business goals,
business objectives

Owner 2

knowledge
management, tools
conferences, articles,
publications,
seminars, senior
management
conferences, articles,
publications,
seminars,
information
technology
conferences, articles,
publications,
seminars, quality,
excellence,
standards,
certifications

global market, global
position, global
vision

human
resources

hr policy, wage
policy

social network
recruiters

recruitment,
strategies

human
resources

tax incentives,
unions

sociology,
psychology

training courses

online
courses

conferences, articles

MBA, executive
masters

marketing training,
organizing
conferences, lectures

conferences, articles

conferences,
articles,
certifications

articles,
publications,
seminars,
conferences

conferences, articles

conferences,
articles,
certifications

corporate vision,
corporate values

Economy

markets, global,
stock market,
macroeconomics

economic indicators,
macroeconomic
indicators, income,
debts

Shareholders

investors, portfolios,
investment
portfolios

Stock exchange,
equities

Government
Grants

grants, public tender,
government

subsidies, incentives,
grants, European
commission

Recruiting
Grants

grants, scholarships,
employment

grants, funds,
incentives,
scholarships,
doctorate

grants, training

grants, funds,
training, courses

Innovation
Grants

grants, innovation

grants, funds,
technology

Marketing

techniques

marketing
techniques,
advertising

Customer
Acquisition

loyalty

loyalty

country risk

employment and
statutes,
Official gazette,
sectoral agreements,
employment law,
labour reform,
labour relations, law,
current legislation
incentive
legislation, grants
interview
techniques, work
techniques, profiles,
psychology
psychology
training tools,
eLearning
training styles,
knowledge
platforms,
training
management,
training
companies, etraining tools
foundations
learning

online
platforms

balances, results
analysis

Owner 7

business strategy,
objectives,
shareholders

global market

Accounting &
Finance

Sales &
Marketing

Owner 6

community policies,
directives / eu
policies

balance sheets,
income statements,
economic indicators,
revenue, profits,
losses

Training
Grants

Owner 5

stock
market strategies,
government
exchange,
global solutions,
decisions,
IBEX,
sectoral
government policies
takeover
competition

global market,
NYSE, stock
positioning, rankings exchange
tools, labour
relations, personnel
organization
employment, labour
relations, legislation,
grants, contracts,
government
techniques,
employed profile,
recruitment profile

Owner 3
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arrears, risk,
country risk,
productivity,
economic indicators,
financial
balance sheets,
finance, financial
transactions,
results, profits,
position, income
attributable
losses
statement
profit, margin,
trading margin,
mergers, return
of interest
macroeconomic
stock exchange,,
indicators, stock
macroeconomics,
exchange, balance
sectoral pockets
sheets, markets
shareholders,
investments,
shareholders,
companies,
investors
portfolios
grants, subsidies, economic legislation,
collaborations, grants, scholarships
sponsorships
and grants
grants for
employment,
labour grants,
grants, employment
internship
contracts
grants and training
grants, training
certification
grants and
scholarships,
grants and research
development and and development
innovation
marketing
techniques of
techniques,
design, advertising,
advertising,
image
marketing research
loyalty techniques,
loyalty, customer
acquiring new
campaigns
customers
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Query Name
Corporate
Image

R&D&I

Technological
Innovation Surveillance

Business
Opportunities

Market Studies

Owner 1
advertising, social
networks, viral
research,
development,
innovation,
technology
patents
blue ocean,
innovation,
entrepreneurship,
new technologies,
market studies
surveys, market
analysis

Corporate
Systems

intranets,
interdepartmental
structure

Financial &
Insurance

investment, banking,
insurance,
institutional
relations

Electoral
Processes

elections,
government
institutional
Public
relations,
Administration government grants,
public tender
Transport &
Traffic

Energy

renewable energy,
alternative energy,
subsidies, traditional
energy

Security &
Defence

radars, weapon
development, new
technologies,
encryption, security,
certification

Markets

Industry

Health

Media &
Telecom

Quality

IT
Manager

aviation, transport
technologies,
signalling, ticketing

industrial process,
metrics
new medical
technologies, health
management, public
health, private health
Technology, quality
management in
software processes,
metrics,
programming
languages,
methodology

Quality
Management

excellence, tools

Quality
Standards
Quality
Certifications
IT
Management

AENOR, ISO, IEC,
IEEE

ISO, IEC, IEEE

tools, methodologies

Team
Management

tools, methodologies

Project
Management

tools, methodologies

Owner 2

Owner 3

Owner 5

Owner 6

Owner 7

advertising,
corporate values,
code of ethics and
professional conduct
conferences, articles,
research,
research,
research, innovation,
development,
development,
development,
innovation and
innovation and
technology
technology,
technology
patents,
patent, research
patents, competitive
technological
projects,
intelligence
modernism,
competitions
research, innovation
social networking

social networking

innovation, business
entrepreneurship,
intelligence, blue
partners
ocean
market analysis,
market variables

market analysis

innovation,
entrepreneurship,
global business
vision
positioning

software, hardware
departmental
environment,
organization,
enterprise
programming
structural changes, networks, intranet, languages, interintranets
organizational
structure
banking and
investment banking
financial
investment banking,
news, insurance,
institutions,
deposits
institutional
insurance
relations
companies,
electoral
Elections, surveys
election news
electoral fraud
calculations
institutional
management, erelations,
grants, public
government
government grants,
expenditure
public tenders
aviation, transport
Transport systems
technologies,
transport
developments in
technologies
signalling, ticketing
renewable energy,
alternative energy
renewable energy,
subsidies traditional
alternative energy
energy sources
radars, weapons
developments, new
defence systems,
technologies in
weapon systems
defence, encryption,
security,
certification
production systems,
industrial process,
industrial process,
metrics
quality standards
medical systems,
new medical
information
technologies, health
technologies (it)
management
applied medicine
technology, quality
management in
software processes,
telecommunication
metrics,
systems, internet
programming
languages,
methodology
management
quality management,
excellence, total
testing technology
quality tools,
tools
techniques, practices
methodology,
methodology
metrics, ISO
AENOR, ISO, IEC,
AENOR
IEEE
tools, methodologies,
methodology, tools
conferences, articles
methodology, tools,
tools, methodologies,
resource
hr management
management
tools, methodologies,
methodology, tools, planning, project
quality management
quality management risk management
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Profile
Name

Query Name

Owner 1

Development
tools

development
environments,
software

Developer

Owner 2

Owner 3

Owner 5

development
environments,
software

Owner 6

Owner 7

development
environments,
software, testing

frameworks
spring,
application
programming
interface (API),
connectors,
dimensional
models

Programming

programming
languages, software

programming
languages, software,
technology

development
environments,
software, testing

IT Systems

operating systems,
systems
management

operating systems,
systems
management,
outsourcing

operating systems,
systems
management

Customer
Support

tools, techniques,
customer service,
suggestions,
complaints, claims

customer service,
call centre, claims

tools, techniques,
customer service,
suggestions,
complaints, claims

HW & SW

advances, solutions,
standards,
manufacturers

Infrastructure

structured cabling,
data centre,
standards,
regulations, security

Support

innovation,
technologies,
standards,
manufacturers
innovation,
technologies,
standards,
manufacturers,
energy, security,
environment
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Customer
relationship
management
(CRM), call
centre

advances, solutions,
standards,
manufacturers
structured cabling,
data centre,
standards,
regulations, security

materials

Table 5-19: Keywords Spreadsheet after Sprint Review (Sprint 5)
During this analysis, the Profile Owners completed the keyword
information without any restriction. There are many inconsistencies to refine, such
as repeated keywords for the same query, irrelevant words (for example, “news”),
or phases and conjunctions with combined keywords. It is necessary another
Sprint to allow the Developer to refine these information.
About the Retrospective, it is significant to highlight the Product Owners
activity: Some of them reduced the dedicated time to these activities (even they did
not appear in previous Sprints) and a new Product Owner appeared for the first
time here.
The working methodology had to endure these irregular inflows and go
ahead with the process. By using shared spreadsheets and voting systems it was
intended to reduce the collateral effects of new inputs out of planning. For
example, the late addition of the seventh Product Owner did not affect the previous
Sprints because he stood by the decisions taken by the majority.
5.9.6. Generated Tasks
To refine the keyword analysis, a new task is generated for the Product
Backlog: “Define the content for each query (II)”.
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5.10. Sprint 6 (Defining the content for queries, second attempt)
During this Sprint, the Developer will try to analyse the Keywords
Spreadsheet and will fix and clean it. The desired result is to have concise keyword
sets for each query.
The estimated time for this Sprint is two days.
5.10.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
This is the Backlogs state for this Sprint:
Priority Product Backlog tasks


5
6

Sprint Backlog tasks
Define the content for each query
(II)

Align keywords with EuroVoc
terms

7 Indentify the major topics
8 Analysis of query results
Table 5-20: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 6)
5.10.2. Sprint Process
During this Sprint, the Developer will analyse each keyword focused on the
goal of helping to convert them into EuroVoc terms. For doing this, the Developer
will remove duplicated, out of topic and irrelevant terms, as well as atomise long
phrases into keywords.
The Developer also incorporates the query names as keywords and, in some
cases, expands the meaning of some keyword combinations to have the full set.
The Product Owners will finally approve or reject the keyword synthesis
made by the Developer.
5.10.3. Sprint Documents
The Developer drafts the analysis in the following table, shared to the
Product Owners:
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Profile Name Query Name
General
Manager

Human
Resources

Training

Financial

Sales &
Marketing

Innovation

Markets

Quality

IT Manager

Developer

Support
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Keywords

Strategies, strategic plans, business strategies, strategic decisions, business decisions, business goals,
business objectives, government decisions, government policies, market strategies, global solutions,
sectoral competition, shareholders
Globalisation, global market, positioning, global position, rankings, EU community policies, global
Globalisation
vision, country risk
Personnel
Human Resources, Personnel Management, HR tools, labour relations, personnel organization, HR
Management
policy, wage policy, recruitment, social recruiting
Employment, Employment Rights Act, employment law, statutes, employment legislation, labour
ERA
relations, employment agreements, official gazette, labour reform, incentives
Interviews, Interview techniques, employed profiles, recruitment profiles, Human Resource sociology,
Interviews
Human Resource psychology,
Training
Training management, knowledge management, training tools, training styles, training companies, eManagement
learning, training foundations
Business Training
Business training, senior management, MBA, executive masters
IT Training
Information Technologies training
Quality training, excellence training, quality standards, quality certifications, corporate vision, corporate
Quality Training
values
Accounting, finance, balance sheets, results analysis, income statements, economic indicators, revenues,
Accounting & Finance profits, losses, arrears, risk, country risk, productivity, financial margin, company mergers, attributable
profit, financial transactions, trading margin, return of interest
Economy, markets, global market, stock market, macroeconomic indicators, economic indicators,
Economy
incomes, debts, sectoral pockets, equities
Shareholders
Shareholders, investors, investment portfolios
government grants, European grants, public tender, public collaborations, public sponsorships,
Government Grants
economic legislation, scholarships
Grants for recruitment, scholarships, grants for employment, incentives for recruitment, doctorate,
Recruiting Grants
internship contracts
Training Grants
Grants for training, grants for certifications, grants for courses
Innovation Grants
Grants for innovation, scholarships, grants for development, grants for research
Marketing
Marketing, marketing techniques, advertising, marketing research
Customer Acquisition Customer acquisition, customer loyalty, customer retention, customer campaigns
Corporate image, advertising, social networks, viral, corporate values, code of ethics, professional
Corporate Image
conduct
R&D&I
Research, development, innovation, technology
Technological
Technological surveillance, patents, technology research, technology competitions, new technologies
Surveillance
Business
Business opportunities, innovation, entrepreneurship, market studies, business intelligence, blue ocean,
Opportunities
business partners
Market Studies
Market studies, market surveys, market analysis, market variables, market positioning
Corporate Systems Corporate systems, intranets, interdepartmental organization, enterprise networks
Financial & Insurance Financial, insurance, investment, banking, deposits, institutional relations
Electoral Processes Electoral processes, elections, electoral surveys, electoral calculations, electoral fraud
Public
Public administration, institutional relations, government grants, public tender, public management, eAdministration
government, public expenditure
Transport & Traffic Transport, traffic, aviation, signalling, ticketing, transport systems
Energy
Energy, renewable energy, alternative energy, energy grants, traditional energy, energy sources
Security & Defence Security, defence, radars, weapon development, encryption, certification
Industry
Industry, industrial processes, production systems, quality standards, industrial metrics
Health
Health, medical technologies, health management, public health, private health
Media, telecommunications, technological processes, quality in technology, technological metrics,
Media & Telecom
technological methodologies, internet, programming languages
Quality management, excellence management, tools for quality, total quality, quality techniques, quality
Quality Management
practices, quality testing
Quality Standards
Quality standards, ISO, IEC, IEEE, quality methodologies, quality metrics
Quality Certifications Quality certifications, AENOR, ISO, IEC, IEEE
IT Management
IT management, IT management tools, IT management methodologies, quality management
Team management, team management tools, team management methodologies, Human Resources
Team Management
management, resources management
Project management, project management tools, project management methodologies, quality
Project Management
management, planning, project risks management
Development tools, software, integrated development environment (IDE), software testing, developing
Development tools
frameworks
Programming, programming languages, software, integrated development environment (IDE), software
Programming
testing, application programming interface (API), programming tools, programming techniques
IT Systems
IT systems, operating systems, IT systems management, outsourcing
Customer support, customer support tools, customer support techniques, customer service, call centre,
Customer Support
customer suggestions, customer complaints, customer claims, customer relationship management
(CRM)
Hardware, software, hardware solutions, hardware standards, software solutions, software standards,
HW & SW
hardware manufacturers, software manufacturers, innovation, technologies, hardware advances,
software advances
IT infrastructures, structured cabling, data centres, IT standards, IT regulations, IT security, innovation,
Infrastructure
IT manufacturers, energy saving, environment, materials
Strategies

Table 5-21: Keywords Spreadsheet (Sprint 6)
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At the same time, the Developer explains to the Product Owners the

analysis process to reach that table. Most important of all, the Developer clarifies
to the Product Owners that they are not the definitive keywords to build the
queries, but they are the main concepts to match with EuroVoc thesaurus terms.
5.10.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
The previous document is the finished work in this Sprint, concerning the
keyword analysis.
There is not relevant information on the Scoreboard to be reproduced here,
but it is a copy of the table above, plus the “Also used in” column next to the query
name.
5.10.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
Following the mechanism of previous Sprints, the Product Owners examine
and approve the keyword analysis made by the Developer. They sent some
questions before, about the loss of keywords in some queries. They were solved,
and most of them were issues about misplaced meanings already covered by
external queries.
The Sprint Retrospective addresses about Product Owners issues when
using the latest tables and spreadsheets. Dispersion of information is increasing,
and Product Owners need to revise generated documents and the Scoreboard to
have a complete vision of the Sprint, and sometimes they only use the generated
documents.
To solve that problem, the Scrum Master-Developer agrees with the Product
Owners to use the Scoreboard again as the main document for collaboration. Now
is possible because the Scoreboard has the necessary information for the last
Sprints.
5.10.6. Generated Tasks
The approval of this Sprint does not require any new task to be added to the
Product Backlog.
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5.11. Sprint 7 (Aligning with EuroVoc)
At this point, each query has a set of keywords, but they are not formal
terms to be used in PLINIO Scoreboard. This is necessary because the semantic
search needs to perform relationships between words by meaning. This
information cannot be discovered automatically and it is necessary a thesaurus
with a semantic map of relationships. EuroVoc is a free thesaurus with that kind of
semantic content. However, it does not cover all the words of a typical dictionary,
but has enough terms in its micro-thesauruses for most of the typical business
activities (see Section 4.4.1).
The PLINIO Scoreboard allows parameterization of the queries by using
EuroVoc terms. On this Sprint the Developer finds the most generic EuroVoc terms
for each query that correspond to the analysed keywords.
The estimated time for this Sprint is five days.
5.11.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
Advancing in the task list, the tasks consumed in this Sprint are related to
the alignment with EuroVoc terms and the major topics identification. Both tasks
can be managed at same time, because the major topics are the same EuroVoc
terms analysed for the queries. Also, it will be included the last task as a preanalysis of query results to begin the discussion with the Product Owners during
the Sprint Review:
Priority Product Backlog tasks Sprint Backlog tasks
1



Align keywords with EuroVoc terms

2



Indentify the major topics

3



Analysis of query results

Table 5-22: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 7)
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5.11.2. Sprint Process
In this stage of analysis, Product Owners and Developer have defined the
keyword sets that describe the purpose of each query. These keywords are useful
to understand the scope of information to be returned when the query is launched.
EuroVoc terms are organised in a semantic map, where each term is linked
to other terms by using types of relations such as “broader term”, “narrower term”,
“related term” and “used for”. That implies a hieratical organization of terms, more
noticeable with broader and narrower relations.
Some words in EuroVoc are “top terms”, when they are the broadest terms
for a micro thesaurus. For example, for “economics” domain there is a micro
thesaurus called “economic analysis”39. This concept is defined by three top terms:
“economic analysis”, “economic forecasting” and “statistics”. Any other terms
related to economic analysis topic (macroeconomics, economic indicators, etc.) can
be inherited from them with more or less steps of semantic relationships.
A good choice of the highest terms, especially top terms, covers more
keywords than specialised terms. On the other hand, a specialised term defines
better some specific concepts, with the risk of losing related concepts.
The process of alignment with EuroVoc terms made by Developer will try to
find the best terms with an equilibrated balance between their level of
generalisation and the associated query specialisation. A good set of terms will
adjust the relevance of news to appropriate values, and this is a compromise
between relevance and specificity:


If terms are very generic, the query will recover more news, but with the
risk of a poor relevance for the topic.



If terms are very specific, the recovered queries will be very relevant, but
with the risk of losing much news with important relevance because they
contain terms with weak semantic relationship.
Additionally, during this analysis the Developer makes some changes to

queries, to adapt them to EuroVoc terms. The aim of these changes is to keep the

39

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/100190
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main concepts of the queries defined by the keywords, but it is necessary to
readjust them to match with the thesauruses.
Here is an example of the working method for this stage:
Query "Transport & Traffic"
(Markets profile)

Searching for "aviation" in EuroVoc
• Used by "air transport" EuroVoc term

• Keywords: Transport, traffic, aviation,
signalling, ticketing, transport systems

Searching for "air transport" in
EuroVoc

Analysing "air and space transport
(4826)" micro-thesaurus

• Included in "air and space transport (4826)"
micro-thesaurus
• TRANSPORT (48) domain

• Top terms: air transport, space transport

Analysing "TRANSPORT (48)"
domain

Analysing relevant microthesauruses for the query

• Included micro-thesauruses: "transport
policy (4806)", "organisation of transport
(4811)", "land transport (4816)", "maritime
and inland waterway transport (4821)" and
"air and space transport (4826)"

• Top terms for "land transport (4816)": land
transport
• Top terms for "maritime and inland
waterway transport (4821)": inland
waterway transport, maritime transport,
ports policy

Defining the EuroVoc terms for
"Transport & Traffic" query
• AIR TRANSPORT: related to aviation and
narrow terms
• SPACE TRANSPORT: not included in
keywords, but relevant market
• LAND TRANSPORT: includes traffic and
signaling topics (roads and rails)
• MARITIME TRANSPORT: it completes the set

Figure 5-1: Keywords to EuroVoc analysis example
There is not an automated manner to develop this analysis, and no single
way to do it. This is the labour of expert users on each area of business knowledge,
also trained in the use of EuroVoc micro-thesauruses. Many combinations of
EuroVoc terms can cover the same set of keywords, but with different score of
relevance (some terms are “nearer” semantically to some keywords than others)
the final result may vary drastically.
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Finally, after the analysis, the task of identification of major topics is easy:

all the EuroVoc terms identified on the queries are topics for PLINIO. If a topic is
not defined, the crawling process will not classify news under that term, so it is
necessary to list them all.
All these information is loaded into PLINIO Scoreboard to begin with the
analysis of results. At first glance, the Developer already identifies many
informational inconsistencies with some queries during the early tests after the
system start up and configuration.
5.11.3. Sprint Documents
As discussed in the previous Sprint Review, to avoid unnecessary
redundant information for the Product Owners, now the only finished document is
the Scoreboard. The Product Owners can still access to the previous
documentation in any case (for example, to consult the final state of analysed
keywords on the Keywords Spreadsheet).
5.11.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
After the analysis made by the Developer, this is the finished work shown in
the Scoreboard:
Profile Name

Query Name

Developer
Developer
Financial

Development Tools
Programming
Accounting & Finance

Financial

Economy

Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
General
Manager
General
Manager
Human
Resources
Human
Resources
Human
Resources

Government Grants
Innovation Grants
Recruiting Grants
Shareholders
Training Grants

Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
IT Manager
IT Manager
IT Manager
Markets
Markets

Also used in

Query Sentence

Innovation
Human Resources
General Manager
Training

Software
programming language
financial management
economic analysis OR economic forecasting OR
statistics
State aid
research policy
employment aid
shareholder OR shareholding
assistance in training

Globalisation

world economy

Strategies

Management

ERA

labour law OR labour relations OR organisation of
professions

Interviews

Recruitment

Personnel
Management
Business
Opportunities
R&D&I
Technological
Surveillance
IT Management
Project Management
Team Management
Corporate Systems
Electoral Processes

personnel administration
General Manager

Research
research and development
Technology
management information system
project management
organisation of work
business data processing
election OR vote

Results
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Profile Name

Query Name

Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets

Energy
Financial & Insurance
Health
Industry

Markets

Market Studies

Markets
Markets

Media & Telecom
Public Administration

Markets

Security & Defence

Markets

Transport & Traffic

Quality

Quality Management
Standards &
Certifications

Quality

Also used in

Query Sentence
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energy policy OR energy industry
financial services
medical computing
industrial data processing
General Manager, Financial,
Innovation

market research
communications systems
public administration
armed forces OR arms policy OR defence policy OR
military equipment
land transport OR air transport OR maritime
transport OR space transport
product quality

IT Manager

technical regulations OR quality label

Sales &
Marketing
Sales &
Marketing
Sales &
Marketing
Support
Support
Support
Support
Training

Corporate Image

public relations

Customer Acquisition

Customers

Marketing

Marketing

Customer Support
HW & SW
Infrastructure
IT Systems
Business Training

General Manager

Training

IT Training

IT Manager

Training
Training

Quality Training
Training Management

Quality, IT Manager

help desk
information technology industry
computer system
computer systems
management training
information technology profession OR vocational
education
teaching quality
teaching method

Topics
armed
assistance in
arms policy
forces
training
economic
economic
employment
election
analysis
forecasting
aid
information information
labour
technology technology labour law
relations
industry
profession
organisation
medical
military
marketing
of
computing equipment
professions
public
quality label recruitment research
relations
teaching
teaching
State aid
statistics
method
quality

air transport

business data communications computer
computer
processing
systems
system
systems
energy
financial
financial
energy policy
industry
management
services
management
land
management
management information
transport
training
system
organisation
personnel
of work
administration

product
quality

customers

defence policy

help desk

industrial data
processing

maritime
transport

market
research

programming
project
public
language management administration

research and
research policy Shareholder shareholding
development
technical
vocational
technology
vote
regulations
education

software

space
transport

world
economy

Table 5-23: Scoreboard (Sprint 7)
There is a minor change in “Quality” profile: Two queries, called “Quality
Standards” and “Quality Certifications” had very similar concepts, unable to
distinguish with EuroVoc terms. The Developer decided to join them into a query
called “Standards & Certifications”.
In this Sprint, for the first time, the PLINIO Scoreboard service is fully
operative and accessible to the Product Owners to test the Scoreboard
configuration and analyse the results.
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5.11.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
The Product Owners, with the exception of the Scrum Master-Developer
who acts as Product Owner too, do not send any note about the EuroVoc analysis,
because they are not experts on that thesaurus. However, they revise the query
results to check the quality of the recovered information.
As said before, this is the first time when the Product Owners can access to
the service for using it in a Sprint Review. The Developer creates as may test users
as roles, listed below:
User login User password

Role

Profile

admin

admin

Administrator

All40

dev

dev

Normal

Developer

fin

fin

Normal

Financial

gma

gma

Normal

General Manager

hre

hre

Normal

Human Resources

inn

inn

Normal

Innovation

itm

itm

Normal

IT Manager

mar

mar

Normal

Markets

qua

qua

Normal

Quality

sma

sma

Normal

Sales & Marketing

sup

sup

Normal

Support

tra

tra

Normal

Training

Table 5-24: PLINO Scoreboard test users
The results are not satisfactory for the Product Owners. There are much
news appearing in wrong profiles and queries, and some queries without results.
All of these issues were already reported by the Developer in a quick analysis.
Some of significant results are:
40

This is an additional profile that contains all the loaded queries for testing purposes.
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Query

Examples of recovered news headlines

ERA

Wall Street Rewired: Apple, Icahn, and the $17 Billion Tweet.
Interregional and intraregional trade in emerging markets
identified as key to addressing global economic crisis.
WEDF to explore trade opportunities between high growth
markets.

Development
Tools

Google Glass: What will it bring to businesses?
Why ‘Big’ is Blinding Us to the Real Value of Big Data.
A cost-effective solution to monitoring and diagnosing sleeping
disorders.

Interviews

How an Internet Toiletry Gimmick Remade Mexican Sex
Education.
Taking Advantage of Every Second: The Rise of the AlwaysConnected Workforce.

Health

Why Aren’t There More Designer Founders?
Tech Boom 2.0: Lessons Learned From the Dot-Com Crash.

Marketing

No news.

Quality Training

No news.

...

...
Table 5-25: Examples of recovered news headlines (Sprint 7)
It is necessary to revise again the parameterizations of the queries and

investigate why some queries does not offer any result.
The Sprint Retrospective does not offer new recommendations. The next
Sprints will iterate in the use of the Web service to test and evaluate results and all
the changes will be documented in the Scoreboard and applied into the system.
5.11.6. Generated Tasks
As the beginning of the following iterations to come, if the analysis of query
results does not offer satisfactory results some tasks will be added to the Product
Backlog. It is the case of this Sprint, and the added tasks are:
1. “Revise and detect issues on query results”: The aim is to investigate the
problems related to misplaced results, queries without results or any other
related issue.
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2. “Evaluate and apply actions to correct the issues”: Once the problems are
detected, the Developer will analyse how to fix or minimise the effects of
undesired results. This may involve changes in query parameterisations or
even changes in queries and profiles by themselves, always with the target
of giving the users the most efficient application of the service.
3. “Analysis of the query results (II)”: After the changes, the new results are
evaluated by the Developer and Product Owners for evaluating a new
iteration or validate the results to conclude the refinement of results and
launch the service to public release.

5.12. Sprint 8 (Refining results, first attempt)
On this Sprint the Developer will analyse the results to try to improve them.
The managing of EuroVoc terms for building a good clause to define a query is not
an exact science and it is more art than technique.
These improvements are continuous, but the Scrum Master proposes cycles
of three days to celebrate Scrum Reviews with the Product Owners to keep the
changes under supervision and validation.
5.12.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
According with the addition of necessary tasks for a result revision, this is
the state of the backlogs for this Sprint:
Priority Product Backlog tasks Sprint Backlog tasks
1



Revise and detect issues on query results

2



Evaluate and apply actions to correct the issues

3



Analysis of query results (II)

Table 5-26: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 8)
All of these tasks can be managed on the same Sprint, because it is a
complete process of analysis and revision.
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5.12.2. Sprint Process
During the results revision, the Developer identifies these major causes for
the most of issues:


There is no enough variety in the sources of information to cover all topics
of interest. Most of the publishers chosen for the crawling process are
related to information technologies, innovation, business and economics
news. Some profiles, such as Human Resources or Markets, have more
generic topics of interest and the result is there is not any (or too few) news
for their queries.



Some sources or information have badly categorised news. The causes of a
bad categorisation are the poor amount of text on the new (crawling
process needs enough text to analyse properly) or a wrong selection of
topics to categorise.



Some queries return incorrect information. This may be sourced by a bad
selection of EuroVoc terms to define the query. But also a bad election of
topics for categorization may cause wrong results.
The Developer identifies as much issues as possible testing all the queries

and elaborates a table with the list of problems and the changes to implement to
solve them.
Some of these changes are recommendations to the crawling process
administrator to include or change some sources of information. Also, some
changes related to the main topics to classify the news affects to the crawling. The
administrator receives these recommendations and, during this stage, he sends a
revised version of the semantic database to tests the changes.
With an updated database and some corrections applied to the queries, the
Developer promotes the process to the next stage releasing an updated version of
the Scoreboard.
The Web service also contains these changes and the Product Owners will
revise again the results using the Web interface.
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5.12.3. Sprint Documents
The Developer builds a list of issues and taken actions. This document, as
the rest of them, is accessible by the Product Owners via Google Docs to see the
changes made during this stage:
Issue

Solution

Queries with too few or without
news:

Find new sources of information to extend the topics included in the semantic
database.



Business Training



Financial & Insurance

Add European Union institutional Web pages related to new technologies, research
and development. Also, specialised Webs for business and Information
Technologies.



Infrastructure

Recommended Web pages to be added:



Programming & Tools



http://cordis.europa.eu



Quality Training



http://ec.europa.eu



Security & Defence



http://europa.eu



Team Management



http://www.forbes.com



Training Grants



http://www.sbwire.com

Too many news labelled as
“statistics”

It is a too wide concept. A lot of news fall into this term and are not categorised
properly. The solution is to delete this term.
Some news with few amount of text is badly categorised. There are two manners to
solve this:


Some news are excessively
categorised (up to 11 categories for
the same new)

Change the source of news to crawl more text. The administrator of
semantic database will fix it.



Change too narrow and generic topics to not to cover the same amount of
news. It is necessary to change some EuroVoc “top terms” to more specific
concepts related to the queries.

Some queries include not related
news from other queries

The operator “OR” does not work properly in some queries with more than one
EuroVoc term. For example, for “Transport & Traffic” the operator works fine
because it joins news related to land, air, maritime and space topics. But for “IT
Training” it joins news related to IT profession and news about any kind of
vocational education. The solution is to test if “AND” operator works better or, if it is
too restrictive, try to find a unique EuroVoc term with more specific meaning.

The query “Development tools” for
Developer profile shows very
general news about software

“Software” is not a good term related to development tools. But EuroVoc have not
got any more accurate alternative. The solution is to integrate with "Programming”
query and find more developing sources.

Table 5-27: Result issues and solutions (Sprint 8)
5.12.4. Finished Work and Scoreboard
Once the Developer applied the solutions for the detected issues an updated
version of the Scoreboard is published:
Profile Name

Query Name

Financial

Programming &
Development
Accounting & Finance

Financial

Economy

Financial
Financial

Government Grants
Innovation Grants

Developer

Also used in

Query Sentence
programming language

Innovation

financial management
economic analysis OR economic forecasting OR
economic statistics
State aid
research programme

Results
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Profile Name

Query Name

Also used in

Query Sentence

Financial
Financial
Financial
General
Manager
General
Manager
Human
Resources
Human
Resources
Human
Resources
Innovation
Innovation

Recruiting Grants
Shareholders
Training Grants

Human Resources
General Manager
Training

employment aid
shareholder OR shareholding
assistance in training OR education grant

Globalisation

world economy

Strategies

Company management

ERA

labour law

Interviews

psychometric test

Personnel Management

IT Manager
IT Manager
IT Manager
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets

Business Opportunities
R&D&I
Technological
Surveillance
IT Management
Project Management
Team Management
Corporate Systems
Electoral Processes
Energy
Financial & Insurance
Health
Industry

Markets

Market Studies

Markets
Markets
Markets

Media & Telecom
Public Administration
Security & Defence

Markets

Transport & Traffic

Quality

Quality Management
Standards &
Certifications

Innovation

Quality
Sales &
Marketing
Sales &
Marketing
Sales &
Marketing
Support
Support
Support
Support
Training
Training
Training
Training
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personnel administration
General Manager

advanced technology industry
research and development
innovation OR industrial property
knowledge management
project management
organisation of work
office automation
organisation of elections
energy technology OR energy research
financial services
medical science
industrial research OR industrial data processing

General Manager, Financial,
Innovation

market research
telecommunications
public administration
military research
land transport OR air transport OR maritime
transport OR space transport
quality control circle

IT Manager

quality standard

Corporate Image

public relations

Customer Acquisition

Customers

Marketing

Marketing

Customer Support
HW & SW
Infrastructure
IT Systems
Business Training
IT Training
Quality Training
Training Management

help desk
software OR computer equipment
computer system
computer systems
management training
information technology profession
teaching quality
teaching method

General Manager
IT Manager
Quality, IT Manager

Topics
advanced
technology
industry
economic
forecasting
industrial data
processing

air transport

assistance in
training

company
management

computer
equipment

computer
system

computer
systems

customers

economic
analysis

economic
statistics

education
grant

employment aid

energy
research

energy
technology

financial
management

financial services

help desk

industrial
research

information
technology
profession

innovation

knowledge
management

labour law

land transport

management
training

industrial
property

maritime
market
marketing medical science
transport
research
programming
project
psychometric
public
language
management
test
administration
shareholder

shareholding

software

space transport

military
research
public
relations
State aid

office
organisation
personnel
organisation of work
automation of elections
administration
quality
quality
research and
research
control circle
standard
development
programme
teaching
teaching
telecommunications world economy
method
quality

Table 5-28: Scoreboard (Sprint 8)
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5.12.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
In this stage, the Product Owners are testing the new Scoreboard
configuration and an updated semantic database, synchronised with the new set of
topics.
Now on this analysis the results are notably better than in previous Sprint.
The categorisation is more adequate to the target of each query and the recovered
news headlines are more consistent semantically.
Also, the classification issues were reported to the crawling process
administrator, and he used this information to improve and refine the applied
ontology parameters.
Even it is possible to make tests “on the fly” to improve query sentences.
That is the case of the query called “Interview” from Human Resources profile. The
sentence of this query is only the word “psychometric test”, because it involves all
the topics related to psychology, behavioural sciences and humanities and also
related to recruitment processes41. However, when launching the query, the news
headlines are:


Joint statement by European Commission President José Manuel Barroso and
European Council President Herman Van Rompuy on Egypt.



Predictive Policing: Using Machine Learning to Detect Patterns of Crime.



New initiative to combat violence against women in the Democratic Republic
of Congo.



Violence Impact Launches First Online Domestic Violence Impact Panel
Platform.



Etc.
The term "psychometric test" is closer to the behavioural sciences that

human resources. Even if the publishers are related to business and Information
Technologies, the crawling process detects some news with broader scope (many
of them from European institutions) and categorises them into humanities topics if
it is applicable. The only way to drive the query to expected results is to add a new
term to limit all the headlines to some of them related to human resources in
41

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/216545
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business. A good option is to add the word “personnel administration” because it is
the EuroVoc term that fits with this department42. And the operator should be
“AND”, to filter and not to add sets of news.
Now, the “Interview” query corresponds with the sentence “psychometric
test AND personnel administration”. After applying this change, the query returns
a single result:


Good news for future jobseekers: The European Personnel Selection Office
adopts major improvements to its selection methods.
Even if it is a single result, this is the kind of expected information to get. To

have more news, it may be necessary to add more publishers related to business
interviews topic.
Some other results are:
Query

Examples of recovered news headlines

Accounting &
Finance

Refinance Adjustable Rate Mortgage with No Deposit and Poor
Credit, Refinancing That Makes Sense.
GameStop boosts profit forecast on console outlook; stock jumps.
Why Investing at Random Is as Effective as Hiring a Financial
Adviser.

Corporate
Image

Study Says VCs Losing Interest in Social Media.
Neff Associates Now Offering Radio Advertisement Services in
Philadelphia.
Why technology evangelism is more important than ever for brands.

ERA

Member States must require all employers to adopt practical and
effective measures for all persons with disabilities.
The Czech Republic is ordered to pay a lump sum of €250 000 for
failure to comply with a judgment of the Court concerning
occupational retirement provision.
The operation of a private photovoltaic installation which is
connected to the network may entitle its operator to deduct input
VAT.

42

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/1163
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Query

Examples of recovered news headlines

Health

Dr. Shantzer Announces Computer-Guided Implant Placement
Services This September.
European Telemedicine Conference in Edinburgh (via Digital Agenda
for Europe).
Dr. James J. Salz, Founder of Trusted Lasik Surgeons Writes Chapter
on Managing Suction Loss Complications in All-Laser LASIK Surgery.

Marketing

IndiaHomes Reaching the Masses with Property Exhibitions.
"Xocai Taiwan" Divulges New MXI Corp Xophoria Anti-Aging Serum
That Delivers the Antioxidant Power of Dark Chocolate with
Revolutionary Neurocosmetic Technology for Taiwan Distributors in
Yala.
Travel to Go Makes Dreams Come True Through Philanthropic Acts.

Recruiting
Grants

CoR welcomes State Aid reform and calls for wider flexibility for
regions.
State aid: Commission approves Banco Gallego's restructuring plan.
ECOS commission calls for flexibility on regional state aid for car
industry.

...

...
Table 5-29: Examples of recovered news headlines (Sprint 8)
There are still many other queries to be improved. This Sprint offers better

results than before, but there remain some issues to solve. It is still necessary
another Sprint to evaluate results by the Developer and try to refine them more.
The Sprint Retrospective does not offer any outcome. This final section is a
continuous “test and improve” process without more concerns apart of improving
the final result.
5.12.6. Generated Tasks
Repeated tasks are added as iteration on the same processes: “Revise and
detect issues on query results (II)”, “Evaluate and apply actions to correct the issues
(II)” and “Analysis of the query results (III)”. They were already explained on the
previous Sprint.
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5.13. Sprint 9 (Refining results, second attempt)
This iteration is, again, for improving the results as done on previous Sprint,
with an agreed duration of three days.
5.13.1. Product and Sprint Backlogs
Once more, the necessary tasks are addressed all together:
Priority Product Backlog tasks Sprint Backlog tasks
1



Revise and detect issues on query results (II)

2



Evaluate and apply actions to correct the issues (II)

3



Analysis of query results (III)

Table 5-30: Product and Sprint Backlogs (Sprint 9)
5.13.2. Sprint Process
There are issues with the categorisation of some news because the chosen
EuroVoc terms are too near semantically to others and clustering process did not
differentiate them properly. Moreover, other terms do not return right information
because their semantic relationships are not suitable with the target of the query.
EuroVoc is a thesaurus in continuous development. It is possible to find
terms that are not categorised as expected, and that is why they release new
versions and revisions periodically. The right choosing of terms for queries
depends not only on a good election of them, but also requires that they have
adequate semantic relations with other terms. It is important, then, to check the
term and its relations with other ones, and to test if they are aligned with the
meaning of the query.
As done before, the Developer sends new sources of information to the
crawling process administrator and some changes on the main topics.
When the updated database is created, the Developer sets the changes on
the system to be tested by the Product Owners.
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5.13.3. Sprint Documents
The Developer resumes the changes on this document, shared with the
Product Owners:
Issue

Solution

“Programming &
Tools” query does not
have news

Recommended Web page to be added:
http://www.howtogeek.com

Too many news
labelled as “military
research”

It is a term too near to “research” and many news are categorised wrong
when are related to research topics. The solution is to change it to “arms
industry”, with more specific meaning different from generic researches.

“labour law” term
returns many news
related or not related
to “ERA” query

It is a top term from “labour law and labour relations”. Many articles
related to laws are classified with that term. The solution is to change
this term to “labour standard”43 that EuroVoc defines as “Standards
concerning employment and working conditions, which are set out in
collective agreements or laid down under labour law and labour
regulations”.

“knowledge
management” is not a
good term to define “IT
Management” query

Results of “IT Management” query does not match with its meaning. The
term will be changed to “management information system” 44, defined by
EuroVoc as “System in which defined data are collected, processed and
communicated to assist those responsible for the use of resources”. It has
strong semantic relationship with management concepts.

Table 5-31: Result issues and solutions (Sprint 9)
5.13.4. Finished Work and Scorecard
This is the updated version of the Scorecard:
Profile Name

Query Name

Financial

Programming &
Development
Accounting & Finance

Financial

Economy

Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
General
Manager
General
Manager
Human
Resources
Human
Resources
Human
Resources
Innovation
Innovation

Government Grants
Innovation Grants
Recruiting Grants
Shareholders
Training Grants

Developer

43
44

Also used in

Query Sentence
programming language

Innovation
Human Resources
General Manager
Training

financial management
economic analysis OR economic forecasting OR
economic statistics
State aid
research programme
employment aid
shareholder OR shareholding
assistance in training OR education grant

Globalisation

world economy

Strategies

Company management

ERA

labour standard

Interviews

psychometric test AND personnel administration

Personnel Management
Business Opportunities
R&D&I

personnel administration
General Manager

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/217636
http://eurovoc.europa.eu/4360

advanced technology industry
research and development

Results
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Profile Name

Query Name

Also used in

IT Manager
IT Manager
IT Manager
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets

Technological
Surveillance
IT Management
Project Management
Team Management
Corporate Systems
Electoral Processes
Energy
Financial & Insurance
Health
Industry

Markets

Market Studies

Markets
Markets
Markets

Media & Telecom
Public Administration
Security & Defence

Markets

Transport & Traffic

Quality

Quality Management
Standards &
Certifications

Innovation

Quality
Sales &
Marketing
Sales &
Marketing
Sales &
Marketing
Support
Support
Support
Support
Training
Training
Training
Training

Query Sentence
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innovation OR industrial property
management information system
project management
organisation of work
office automation
organisation of elections
energy technology OR energy research
financial services
medical science
industrial research OR industrial data processing
General Manager, Financial,
Innovation

market research
telecommunications
public administration
arms industry
land transport OR air transport OR maritime
transport OR space transport
quality control circle

IT Manager

quality standard

Corporate Image

public relations

Customer Acquisition

Customers

Marketing

Marketing

Customer Support
HW & SW
Infrastructure
IT Systems
Business Training
IT Training
Quality Training
Training Management

help desk
software OR computer equipment
computer system
computer systems
management training
information technology profession
teaching quality
teaching method

General Manager
IT Manager
Quality, IT Manager

Topics
advanced
technology
industry
economic
analysis

air transport arms industry
economic
forecasting
industrial
data
processing
maritime
transport

economic
statistics

assistance in
training

company
management

computer
equipment

computer
system

computer systems

customers

education
grant

employment
energy
energy
financial
financial
aid
research
technology
management
services
information
management
industrial
industrial
labour
help desk
technology innovation
land transport
information
property
research
standard
profession
system
management
market
medical
office
organisation
personnel
marketing
organisation of work
training
research
science
automation of elections
administration
quality
programming
project
psychometric
public
public
quality
research and
research
control
language
management
test
administration
relations
standard
development
programme
circle
space
teaching
teaching
shareholder shareholding
software
State aid
telecommunications world economy
transport
method
quality

Table 5-32: Scoreboard (Sprint 9)
5.13.5. Sprint Review and Retrospective
This new version increases the result accuracy of older queries because of
some improvements and fixes made in the clustering algorithm. Meanwhile, the
changes made during this Sprint process by the Developer have had irregular
results, once the Product Owners have tested them. This is the report after the
tests:
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The query “Security & Defence” offers less news with “arms industry”
EuroVoc term. In addition, all the articles are related to industrial tanks, not
military tanks. It does not recover news about real arms industry. It will be
changed to “data protection” and “military science” to match better with the
meaning of the query.



The query “ERA” offers now only one result and badly categorised. The
change to “labour standard” is offering poorer results than with “labour
law” term. It will be rolled back to that term.



The query “IT Management” returns different results, some of them near to
the topic, but needs an improvement.
During this stage, the Developer tries to correct the issues with “labour

standard”, and proposes to come back to “labour law” term but adding another
main topic, “labour relations”, and include it into the query “Personnel
Management”. It is expected that this change splits the news into these two topics,
offering a better categorisation than before.
After three Sprints with results and refinement processes, Product Owners
and Scrum Master/Developer agree to set the status of the project as “public
release”, even if it possible to continue indefinitely with more Sprints for
improving the results.
These are some results after the changes made during the Sprint Review:
Query

Examples of recovered news headlines

Customer
Acquisition

Peruzzi Mitsubishi Now Offering 2014 Mitsubishi Outlander Sport
and Lancer in Bucks County.
UK Models London Clients Intrigued by Editor's Opinions on What
It Takes to Be a Successful Model.
Organic Grown Direct Reviews Show 100% Customer Satisfaction.

ERA

Member States must require all employers to adopt practical and
effective measures for all persons with disabilities.
A curable or incurable illness entailing a physical, mental or
psychological limitation may be assimilated to a disability.
The Czech Republic is ordered to pay a lump sum of €250 000 for
failure to comply with a judgment of the Court concerning
occupational retirement provision.
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Query

Examples of recovered news headlines

Health

Remaking life to conquer degenerative brain diseases.
Fractures fixed in a fraction of time.
Opening up new pathways for treating inflammatory bowel
diseases (via CORDIS)

Marketing

Microsoft, Google Press Lawsuit On Government Spying Data.
Marketing and IT Are Disconnecting on Data Needs.
Best Buy Is Back — Or Is It Just the Walking Dead?

Security &
Defence

Defence industry: is Europe lagging behind?
Why You Should Worry Whenever a Service’s Password Database is
Leaked.
Report on the EURODAC audit: EDPS welcomes conclusions for
improved security of the system.

Tech
Surveillance

Breaking through the fault-testing bottleneck in chip production
(via Digital Agenda for Europe).
International ICT patenting strategies: Japan leads in application
numbers (via JRC).
Copy Protection For 3D Printing May Have Arrived

...

...
Table 5-33: Examples of recovered news headlines (Sprint 9)

5.13.6. Generated Tasks
There are not more tasks to add to finish this discussion in some point, but
the process of results improvement should be repeated in a real business
environment during all the lifecycle of the service. It is not necessary to be a formal
process as done with Sprints, but the administrator of this service should keep the
responsibility of improving the results and managing query changes, always driven
by the user needs.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS
The combination of the past project and this dissertation has gone through
all stages of the lifecycle of a product, from the requirements specification and
coding to analysis of implementation of the service in a business environment. It
has been an opportunity to experiment with the application of agile
methodologies, resulting in the development of an adapted methodology based on
Scrum.
While the previous project was based on the development of the service,
this dissertation has been focused in the effective use of this service in a new
environment, but both stages have been accomplished by using the same
techniques of agile methodologies.
These methodologies are best suited to the development of web services,
where the specifications may vary more frequently than in traditional products. On
this dissertation, this distinctive feature has been tested Sprint by Sprint, where
the product evolution has been driven by user decisions, same as occurred when
developing the web service.
Additionally, development in the field of the Semantic Web is called to be
the future on the Web. This work has entered into this field with the enforcement
of a service with advanced semantic features. The potential of services with
semantic capabilities are yet to be explored, but it is still early to tell if this will
mark a big turning point as to consider it as a "Web 3.0" revolution. In any case, it
will change the way to retrieve and interact with information and, perhaps, it will
be the ideal framework for the rise of new related services. And among the parties
more interested in these innovations are the Information Technologies companies,
to explore new markets for its customers in order to offer innovative ways to
manage knowledge and information within the company.
All these issues are open to the course of events, and this discussion has
explored a promising way in the field of business information.
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Accomplishment of objectives
As introduced in the Objectives section (see Section 2), this dissertation

scored two types of objectives to achieve. Here it is analysed the level of
compliance for each of them.
6.1.1. Practical objectives
Focusing strictly on the service capabilities to reach the requirements for
business of Information Technologies, and during the continuous Sprint Reviews,
the Product Owners were monitoring the evolution of the results. Their feedbacks
during all the process drove the evolution of the service to adapt to their
requirements.
Even if there is a wide margin for more improvements, this continuous
work to improve the product is one of the features associated to web services.
Therefore, the level of maturity achieved in this product is acceptable
enough to fulfil the practical objective.
6.1.2. Academic objectives
To achieve the practical objective, this dissertation develops and explains
an adapted framework methodology based on Scrum and, in consequence,
following the path of agile developing same as the previous project.
After defining the methodology, it was launched as reflected in the results
section (see Section 5). There have not had any issue with the implementation of
the methodology, considering the special features of this project: having the
Product Owners far away and with the handicap to use Google Docs and make
deferred contributions, instead of face-to-face meetings, to celebrate the Sprint
Reviews and monitoring.
Any problem that came up was addressed and corrected by the Sprint
Retrospectives. These phases have been very effectives and demonstrate the
ability to adapt to changes of agile methodologies.
Without any relevant issue to highlight in the applied methodology, and
proved its results with the achievement of the practical objective, it may be
concluded that the academic objective has been accomplished.
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Proposals
There are some proposals for improvement but, before listing them, it is

worth quoting a concept that Tim O'Reilly mentioned for the definition of Web 2.0:
"[...] Users must be treated as co-developers, in a reflection of open source
development practices (even if the software in question is unlikely to be released
under an open source license.) The open source dictum, 'release early and release
often', in fact has morphed into an even more radical position, 'the perpetual beta', in
which the product is developed in the open, with new features slipstreamed in on a
monthly, weekly, or even daily basis. It's no accident that services such as Gmail,
Google Maps, Flickr, del.icio.us, and the like may be expected to bear a 'Beta' logo for
years at a time [...]" [3]
This concept of "perpetual beta" is much more relevant in this type of
projects that really do not have a finalised product. The product should evolve as
customers use the service and they demand constant changes, so the service never
gives over. In other words: the service evolutes with their users.
Once this has been said, the most important proposal that can be made is to
continue improving the service in collaboration with the Product Owners, as was
done in the last Sprints. Following the methodology, it would be necessary to
create more Sprints to refine the results or even to readapt to the needs of
information of new and old departments within the organisation.
Also, there are other alternatives to EuroVoc thesaurus with more terms
and richer content such as WordNet45 or Visual Thesaurus46. But due to licensing
restrictions it was more appropriate the EuroVoc alternative. A richer thesaurus
would improve notably the parameterisation of queries and news categorisation.
There are other improvement proposals related to PLINIO Scoreboard Web
service, but they were already exposed in the previous project [7].
As a final proposal for work to be performed following the evolution of this
project, unable to avoid personal wishes, would be the implementation of this
service on a real company and get to have marketing potential.
45
46

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
http://www.visualthesaurus.com
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8. TERMS, DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
Here is a brief list of terms, definitions and acronyms used during the
development of this dissertation:
Agile Software Development: Software development methods based on iterative
and incremental development, where requirements and solutions evolve
through collaboration between self-organizing, cross-functional teams.
Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML): Group of interrelated web
development techniques used on the client-side to create asynchronous web
applications. With Ajax, web applications can send data to, and retrieve data
from, a server asynchronously (in the background) without interfering with the
display and behaviour of the existing page.
API (Application Programming Interface): Specifies how some software
components should interact with each other. In addition to accessing databases
or computer hardware, such as hard disk drives or video cards, an API can be
used to ease the work of programming graphical user interface components.
Clustering: The task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the
same group (called cluster) are more similar (in some sense or another) to each
other than to those in other groups (clusters).
Crawling (Web crawling): It is the automated process that systematically
browses the World Wide Web, typically for the purpose of Web indexing.
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets): Style sheet language used for describing the
presentation semantics (the look and formatting) of a document written in a
markup language.
DBMS (Database Management System): Suite of computer software providing
the interface between users and a database or databases.
EMML (Enterprise Mashup Markup Language): an XML markup language for
creating enterprise mashups. EMML is an open language specification that is
promoted by the Open Mashup Alliance (see below), with the eventual objective
of submitting the specification to a recognised industry standards body.
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EuroVoc: Multilingual thesaurus maintained by the Publications Office of the
European Union. EuroVoc is used by the European Parliament, the Office for
Official Publications of the European Union, the national and regional
parliaments in Europe, some national government departments, and European
organisations.
HTML (HyperText Markup Language): The main markup language for creating
web pages and other information that can be displayed in a web browser.
Java: Set of several computer software products and specifications from Sun
Microsystems (which has since merged with Oracle Corporation), that together
provide a system for developing application software and deploying it in a
cross-platform computing environment.
Java EE (Enterprise Edition): Oracle's enterprise Java computing platform. The
platform provides an API and runtime environment for developing and running
enterprise software, including network and web services, and other large-scale,
multi-tiered, scalable, reliable, and secure network applications.
JavaScript: An interpreted computer programming language. As part of web
browsers, implementations allow client-side scripts to interact with the user,
control the browser, communicate asynchronously, and alter the document
content that is displayed.
JDBC (Java Database Connectivity): Java-based data access technology (Java
Standard Edition platform) from Oracle Corporation. This technology is an API
for the Java programming language that defines how a client may access a
database.
JSP (JavaServer Pages): Technology that helps software developers create
dynamically generated web pages based on HTML, XML, or other document
types.
Mashup: Web page, or web application, that uses content from more than one
source to create a single new service displayed in a single graphical interface.
Meta-search engine: Search tool that sends user requests to several other search
engines and/or databases and aggregates the results into a single list or
displays them according to their source.
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OMA (Open Mashup Alliance): Non-profit consortium that promotes the adoption
of mashup solutions in the enterprise through the evolution of enterprise
mashup standards like EMML.
Ontology: Formal representation of knowledge as a set of concepts within a
domain, and the relationships between those concepts. It can be used to model a
domain and support reasoning about concepts.
RIA (Rich Internet Application): Web application that has many of the
characteristics of desktop application software, typically delivered by way of a
site-specific browser, a browser plug-in, an independent sandbox, extensive use
of JavaScript, or a virtual machine.
RMI (Remote Method Invocation): Java API that performs the object-oriented
equivalent of remote procedure calls (RPC), with support for direct transfer of
serialised Java objects and distributed garbage collection.
Text mining: Also referred to as text data mining, roughly equivalent to text
analytics, refers to the process of deriving high-quality information from text.
High-quality information is typically derived through the devising of patterns
and trends through means such as statistical pattern learning.
W3C (World Wide Web Consortium): The main international standards
organization for the World Wide Web (abbreviated WWW or W3).
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ANNEX A. GRAPHICAL ABSTRACTS
This appendix contains figures that provide more data about the stages of
development of this dissertation. They are a graphical overview of items already
seen in sections of this document with some additional information for analysis.
Here are examined to extract further findings.

A.1.

Sprints duration
This graph compares the estimated days for each Sprint with the true

deviation after their developing:
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Figure A-1: Sprints duration
Deviations appeared during the Sprints where the Product Owners had to
send their feedback by different formularies offered by the Developer. The
maximum deviation (two days) happened during Sprint 1, when the Product
Owners had to use for the first time the collaborative system for defining the user
profiles. Within work routine, to request information to the Product Owners, it was
common to have to send notices before the deadline to remind some of them that
they should fill out the forms, having to extend the deadline for closing the polls.
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Most delays occurred during the Sprint Reviews and this is a particular

aspect of the applied methodology, where they were held remotely and with
deferred contributions.
Estimated days to perform Sprints were thirty-nine, while overall deviation
was five days. The final duration of the Sprints was forty-four days.

A.2.

Contribution level from Product Owners
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Figure A-2: Contribution level from Product Owners
All the Product Owners participated in Sprints but, as seen as upper figure,
some of them did not keep a constant level. However, the figure reflects only their
participation in Sprint Retrospectives, but they also participated via email along
any Sprint stage.
The two hills in the graph correspond to the Sprints dedicated to profiles
creation and queries content, with six out of seven participants.
Once the queries were defined, the Sprints to analyse and refine results
were followed by three out of seven Product Owners, the only ones who were
constant during all the Sprints.
When combined with the previous graph about Sprints duration, it shows
that higher number of participants was associated with deviations of days.
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Time use on Sprint activities
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Figure A-3: Time use on Sprint activities
This graph represents the percentage of time dedicated to Sprint activities.
Sprint Review and Retrospective are two activities, but as explained in Section
4.2.4, the applied framework implements both at the same time.
In short, Sprint Processes are executed by the Developer and Review and
Retrospective incorporate the Product Owners, although this definition does not
include aspects of full visibility of processes by the Product Owners or their
possibility to send feedbacks at any time. In any case, it is enough to analyse this
graph.
The Sprint 0 was a setup stage where the Developer prepared the working
environment. It did not need any collaboration by the Product Owners. Even if they
could test the collaborative environment when it was accessible, the Sprint was
formally closed when the Developer finished his tasks.
At the contrary, the time for the Sprint 1 was almost consumed by the
Product Owners and coincides with the biggest deviation from estimated time. It
was the first time when the Product Owners had to use the collaborative
framework and formularies to send their feedback, and they needed some time for
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adapting to that method. The Sprints 3 and 5 followed the same mechanism of
formularies and they had also some delays, but less.
Sprints 2, 4 and 6 were “second attempts” of 1, 3 and 5, respectively. The
Developer had to analyse the formularies filled by the Product Owners, whose
responsibility here was to review the work of analysis of the Developer. The time
was divided equally.
From Sprint 7 to the end, the time was consumed by the Developer, who
was making the analysis of EuroVoc terms and improving the query results, while
the Product Owners were monitoring and evaluating the results. Also, there was a
decrease of Product Owners involved in the last Sprints. This also caused the
Sprint Reviews were made without more time deviations.
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ANNEX B. MANUALS
The manuals in Spanish are in the final degree project documentation [7].
The following sections indicate where to find them and some changes, if applicable.
For your convenience, translated into English versions of these manuals are
included in the digital media supplied with this document.

B.1.

Installation manual
The installation manual is in Annex C of the referenced document. However,

during the realisation of this dissertation the programs were updated to version
numbers described on the next table:
Program
Firebird SQL
Java
Apache Tomcat

Version
2.5.2
7 update 25
7.0.42

Table B-1: Program versions
Installation steps remain without changes.

B.2.

User manual
The user manual is in the Annex D of the referenced document. There are no

changes for instructions, but it should be noted that the images that illustrate the
manual correspond to the version made for the effects of climate change. The
translated manual includes updated images corresponding to current version but,
in any case, this does not affect to given instructions.
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ANNEX C. MOTIVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS (SPANISH)
In order to comply with the Regulations for Development and Defence of
Discussions at the University of Castile-La Mancha47, section 6.3 for discussions
performed in a language other than Spanish, here are the Motivations (see Section
1.3) and Conclusions (see Section 6) translated into Spanish.

C.1.

Motivación
Cuando desarrollé el Cuadro de Mando para PLINIO hace dos años para mi

Proyecto Fin de Carrera, mi motivación para elegir ese proyecto fue
principalmente crear una herramienta práctica para uso real, no sólo teórico.
Gracias a la subvención pública y el apoyo del Grupo SMILe, puede acometer ese
proyecto con la condición de enfocarlo al tema del estudio de los efectos del
cambio climático.
En cualquier caso, y más allá de las condiciones establecidas, diseñé una
herramienta de propósito multidisciplinar, no sólo para el cambio climático, que
podría ser adaptado a cualquier otro tema de interés en el que tener la información
más relevante a tiempo es un valor muy apreciado. Pero esto quedó como
propuesta sin llevarse a cabo.
Ahora, como ampliación del trabajo anterior, tengo la posibilidad de
enmarcar este proyecto dentro de un campo que ofrece muchas posibilidades,
como es el de los negocios relacionados con las Tecnologías de la Información,
explorando el potencial de este producto en un rango más amplio de temas de
interés empresarial.

C.2.

Conclusiones
La combinación del proyecto anterior con este trabajo ha abordado todas

las etapas del ciclo de vida de un producto, desde la especificación de requisitos y
codificación hasta el análisis de la implementación del servicio en un entorno
empresarial. Ha sido una oportunidad para experimentar con la aplicación de
metodologías ágiles, dando como resultado el desarrollo de una metodología
adaptada basada en Scrum.
47
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Mientras el proyecto anterior se centró en el desarrollo del servicio, este

trabajo se enfoca al uso efectivo de este servicio en un nuevo entorno, aunque
ambas etapas han sido llevadas a cabo usando las mismas técnicas de
metodologías ágiles.
Estas metodologías encajan mejor en el desarrollo de servicios web, donde
las especificaciones pueden variar más frecuentemente que en productos
tradicionales. En este trabajo, esta peculiaridad ha sido probada Sprint a Sprint,
donde la evolución del producto ha sido dirigida por las decisiones de los usuarios,
al igual que ya ocurriera cuando se desarrolló el servicio web.
Además, el desarrollo en el área de la Web Semántica es el futuro de la Web.
Este trabajo entra en este ámbito con la aplicación de un servicio con
características semánticas avanzadas. El potencial de estos servicios están aún por
explorar, pero es aún pronto para decir que marcarán un antes y un después para
considerarlos una “revolución Web 3.0”. En cualquier caso, cambiará la manera de
recuperar e interactuar con la información y, quizás, será el entorno ideal para el
surgimiento de nuevos servicios relacionados. Y de entre las partes más
interesadas en estas innovaciones están las empresas de Tecnologías de la
Información, para explorar nuevos mercados para sus clientes con el fin de ofrecer
maneras innovadoras de administrar el conocimiento y la información dentro de
las empresas.
Todas estas cuestiones estás abiertas al curso de los acontecimientos, y este
trabajo fin de máster ha explorado un camino prometedor en el campo de la
información empresarial.

Cumplimiento de objetivos
Como se introdujo en la sección de Objetivos, este trabajo se marcó dos
tipos de objetivos a cumplir. Aquí se analiza el nivel de cumplimiento de ambos.
Objetivos prácticos
Enfocándose estrictamente en las capacidades del servicio para alcanzar los
requerimientos para el negocio de las Tecnologías de la Información, y durante las
continuas Revisiones de Sprint, los Propietarios del Producto estuvieron
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controlando la evolución de los resultados. Sus aportaciones durante todo el
proceso dirigieron la evolución del servicio para adaptarlo a sus requerimientos.
Incluso si aún hay un margen amplio de mejora, este trabajo continuo de
mejora del producto es una de las características asociadas a los servicios web.
En cualquier caso, el nivel de madurez alcanzado en este producto es
suficiente para cumplir con los objetivos prácticos.
Objetivos académicos
Para alcanzar los objetivos prácticos, este trabajo desarrolla y explica una
metodología adaptada basada en Scrum y, en consecuencia, siguiendo la ruta del
desarrollo ágil como el proyecto anterior.
Tras definir la metodología, fue lanzada como se ve reflejado en la sección
de Resultados. No ha habido ningún problema con la implementación de la
metodología, considerando las características especiales de este proyecto:
teniendo a los Propietarios del Producto lejos y con la dificultad añadida de usar
Google Docs y hacer contribuciones en diferido, en lugar de tener reuniones cara a
cara, para celebrar las Revisiones de Sprint y el control de resultados.
Cualquier problema que surgiera fue gestionado y corregido en las
Retrospectivas del Sprint. Estas fases han sido muy efectivas y demuestran la
habilidad de adaptación al cambio de las metodologías ágiles.
Sin ningún problema relevante in la metodología aplicada, y con resultados
probados con el cumplimiento del objetivo práctico, se puede concluir que el
objetivo académico ha sido alcanzado.

